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INTRO

2015

WINDSURF TECHNOLOGY

THE POWER OF WINDSURF TECHNOLOGY

2015 is all about innovation with an optimized restructuring of our entire program. This means: On one
hand we are providing numerous brand new, standalone products with all the latest developments. This
includes unique rig components that feature proven,
patented equipment, that has been extensively tuned
and perfected in terms of performance, individuality as
well as quality.

watch the awesome clip

THE LIGHTEST RIGS ON EARTH
ULTRA LIGHT - ULTRA PERFORMING

UP TO 1,5 KG (= 20%) LIGHTER THAN
OTHER 100% CARBON RIGS!
PLATINUM AERO boom: the lightest boom on earth
iFRONT 2.0: the lightest front-end on earth
PLATINUM AERO 2.0 mast: the lightest mast on earth
WARP F2105: the lightest monofilm racing sail available
IDOL LTD: one of the lightest freestyle sails available
UNI.XT RDM 36: the lightest universal extension of its kind
iBase 2.0: the lightest base of its kind

NORTHSAILS
WINDSURFING
2015

WINDS URF TECHNOLOGY
S INCE 1981

WARP F2015

IDOL LTD

PLATINUM
AERO

PLATINUM
AERO 2.0

UNI.XT
RDM 36

iBASE 2.0

NORTH-WINDSURF.COM

On the other hand, for 2015 we have deliberately reduced our sail range. Where most brands every year will
throw a vast amount of semi-developed sail lines onto
the market. We instead focus on a clearly structured
range, where each model is perfected in every size
down to the smallest detail. It’s important to us to make
your decision making process to find the perfectly

matching sail as simple and accurate as possible. We
make sure of this by only offering products that we are
100% sure have been extensively tried and tested.
Innovation must repeatedly question even the proven.
That’s the philosphy that we live by here at North and
the reorientation of the range for 2015 is the evidence
that we not only proclaim WINDSURF TECHNOLOGY
but really live up to it. Because finally it’s all about the
hottest sport in the world which means more to us than
anything else.
Bring it on, we're ready. How about you?
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WHAT´S NEW
4. Masts

PLATINUM AERO RDM 2.0

THE LIGHTEST MAST ON EARTH

Unbelievable but true: the lightest 100% carbon mast in the world got slimmed down again! The
PLATINUM AERO 370 now comes at BELOW 1.000g! Handling, reflex and reaction speed are at
an unprecedented level and make each rig become an absolute featherweight.

2015

WHAT´S NEW?
WINDSURF TECHNOLOGY SINCE 1981

1. Sails

RACE ‹-› FREERIDE
WAVE ‹-› FREESTYLE

SMART.COMPACT.RANGE

5. Booms

iFRONT 2.0*

THE LIGHTEST FRONT-END ON EARTH
Lighter, stronger and still super smooth on the mast, plus it can be changed within seconds
from SDM to RDM: The successor of the legendary iFRONT has been technically improved in
every way. North Sails promise of long-term compatibility means that the new iFRONT 2.0 can
also be retrofitted on to older booms.

A clearly structured sail range characterizes 2015, where each model is optimized in every
size down to the smallest detail. Thanks to the wide wind range of each sail all disciplines are
covered without compromise. Deciding on your perfect sail has been made even easier with
our selection of products that we’re 100% sure have been tried and tested to an incredibly high
standard.
6. Booms

2. Sails

S_TYPE SL
The new slalom power machine to send you on your way to the podium! The S_TYPE SL combines
the power of a competitive high-performance slalom engine with the comfort and acceleration of
a performance sail.

PLATINUM AERO
THE LIGHTEST BOOM ON EARTH

Hold your breath, here comes the ultimate, lightest boom in the world. Who ever has this
extremely limited masterpiece in their hands will never want to let it go. Incredibly lightweight
(-400g compared to the "regular" Platinum) results in absolutely unique handling. This is
WIND SURF TECHNOLOGY at its highest level, which understandably comes at a price.

7. Booms

PLATINUM WF.SERIES 160-220
In order to satisfy all demands the PLATINUM range has been extended to an extremely light Wave
/Freeride version. The HYBRID.CURVE bend-curve is specially tailored for sail sizes 4.5 up to 7.8.
The combination of low weight, the brand new iFRONT 2.0 front-end, INSIDE.GRIPPED.TAIL and the
stiffness of the monocoque construction provides the highest quality Wave/Freeride boom that we
have ever built.
3. Sails

HERO M.E.
Also very attractive for your wallet - the new HERO as M.E. Edition with reduced X.PLY amount.
This saving we are happy to pass on!
8. Booms

GOLD WF.SERIES 140-190 / 160-220
Following intensive development work here comes the GOLD WF.SERIES featuring North Sails
unique BONDED.TECHNOLOGY. These booms are tailored 100% for Wave or Wave/Freeride use.
Also they have adopted substantial parts of the PLATINUM, including in particular the new, extremely light iFRONT 2.0 front-end and the INSIDE.GRIPPED.TAIL with iTAIL.WAVE. FITTING. Including
an unlimited two year warranty! **
* * To secure the extended warranty claims please register under www.north-windsurf.com/eng/warranties/register within 30 days.
Otherwise just the legal warranty period can be granted! Print excluded!
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WHY NORTH?

1.6

Designed and engineered in Germany
While the majority of our competitors develop their
products in the Far East, we still engineer and design
all our hardware products in Germany.
Whether it’s for sails or for complex engineering components such as the boom front-end or the POWER.XT 2.0
series or the new iBASE 2.0 – we always look for highly
experienced and fully qualified engineers to develop
functional and high-quality NorthSails products in cooperation with national partners.
1.7

The Team
Never change a winning team! Our big NorthSails
family consists of top athletes and World Cup Racers
who are our driving force and our most important source
of innovation. Therefore, we put particular emphasis on
continuous communication between them, the engineers and chief designer Kai Hopf.
Since North Sails Windsurfing was founded 33 years
ago we have achieved countless World Cup victories
and world championship titles (e.g. PWA Freestyle World
Champion 2012 and Wave 2010). This makes us one of
the most successful sail brands, confirms our strategy,
and is the reward for the hard work and the 100% commitment of all those involved. Considering the fact that
all these victories were won exclusively on serial products, this delivers the best proof for the performance of
all NorthSails products.

2015

WHY NORTH?
TRUE RIG BRAND

There are countless reasons why it makes more
sense to invest into a tried and tested NorthSails
product rather than a supposedly more favorable
"bargain".

1.8

Unique features

A few of the arguments that you should think about, you
can find here. Everything else you can find out on the
water. Then you will know why we stand for WINDSURF
TECHNOLOGY.
1.1

Rig components that really needs the
windsurf world
We are not just putting together short-lived marketing, products, but developing sound windsurfing
equipment that remains state-of-the-art over several
years and is being constantly optimized. The best proof of
this is the legendary NorthSails long-term compatibility of
our rig components.

There can be no victories without performance.

ing to the conditions and sail type. This we call ‘RANGE.
SPECIFIC.CONSTRUCTION’, which allows us to achieve
the ideal balance between weight and durability for every
single sail. This exceptional quality, featured in every
‘NorthSails’ sail, will ensure our sails will last longer than
any other on the market. And to back this up we offer the
unique 2+3.YEAR.WARRANTY*, something you won’t find
anywhere else

Therefore, we primarily focus on sail performance. The
decisive factor are not only the high-grade profiles,
but in particular the typical NorthSails details since
performance has a lot to do with the ideal trim. Allowing
everyone to mobilize the maximum sail power, we‘ve introduced „trimming tools“ such as, the unbeatable VTS,
showing spot-on when the perfect downhaul tension is
achieved. Or the handy HTS for the best possible har-

ness line positioning already at the beach. Or the clear
scale for the correct boom height. Or, or, or,... it isn’t a
coincidence that NorthSails is considered the feature
world champion among all sail brands.
1.9

Research & Development
We want our products to work for every windsurfer
at any spot on this planet.
Therefore, a great number of team riders (individual
styles, different body weights) windsurf and work in our
test and development center on Maui. The island offers
all conceivable conditions a windsurfer may encounter:
flat water, sideshore or onshore, rough wind waves or
monster waves, beach or reef breaks. These are ideal
conditions for fiddling and filing in clearly defined work
steps as long as it takes, until extreme prototypes are
turned into perfectly balanced serial production models.
2.0

Kai Hopf
Our Australian former world cup winner and the
mastermind behind the sails here at North, is one of
the most influential sail makers worldwide. Kai, who
also develops high-grade fin profiles in his free time,
still prefers to spend most of his time on the water, not
only to thoroughly test the designs but to also live his
passion.
Kai has been the head of sail development here at
NorthSails for more than 20 years; this is longer than
any other designer has worked for a single sail brand.
This kind of experience is simply immeasurable and
irreplaceable. With the new S_TYPE SL and the SMART.
COMPACT.RANGE concept Kai Hopf once again
demonstrates his extraordinary ability to combine his
own visions with the requirements of pro riders and the
desires of recreational windsurfers into the realization of
some incredibly unique sails.

1.4
1.2

The quality
Especially over long periods of time, the performance of a sail relies on the quality. Here at ‘North’,
it is evident that long-term quality AND performance are
our main objectives. So it is not a surprise that the majority of surf centers worldwide have chosen our brand.
For over 10 years we worked closely with our partners
‘Club Mistral, Fanatic Boarder Centre, VDWS and Planet
Allsport’. With the kind of perseverance and expertise
that people behind these brands brought to the table, we
were, over time able to ruthlessly expose and gradually
resolve many quality deficiencies. The outcome of such
teamwork and dedication resulted in innovations such as
the ‘DOUBLE.SEAM.TECHNOLOGY’ (two seams instead
of one!), DURATECH.FOOT (Seam Protection), DURA.
LUFF.PATCH, (located in the luff-boom area) and not
forgetting of course the RIPSTOP.FRAME.DESIGN. These
features guarantee that NorthSails sails are stronger and
last longer.
1,3

Range specific constructions
It’s clear that a ‘Wave’ sail is opposed to higher
forces than a ‘Freeride’ sail. As a logical consequence
we have individually adjusted the construction accord-

Innovation follows function
No matter what we develop or test, we always put
function over innovation. Of course new ideas are
good, but they only make sense when they offer real
benefits. At NorthSails we’re 100% practice-oriented and
are always thinking about the final serial product. For
example all our prototypes are made in the serial production factory instead of custom-made in a loft. Still being
ahead of the game is important for us, so for 2014 we are
offering some revolutionary innovations and inventions
especially on the rig components.
1.5

EXTENDED WARRANTY

SMART.COMPACT.RANGE

Register right after purchase and get it all:

Instead of artificially blowing up the range and
launching vast quantities of products for ever-smaller niches, we’ve focused on a clear and well-structured sail range. Thanks to the wide wind range of

Sails:

each model all the disciplines are fully covered without
compromise. This makes it even easier to find the perfect
product for you, keeps your quiver bag slim and in the
end it will even save you some money as well.

EXTENDED WARRANTY
* To secure the extended warranty claims please
register within 30 days under
www.north-windsurf.com/fre/warranties/register

Selected Hardware:

Otherwise just the legal warranty period can be
granted!
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TEAM
2015

TEAM INTERNATIONAL

FRA-14

F-296

H-99

PIERRE MORTEFON

ADRIEN BOSSON

EVA OUDE OPHUIS

Defi Wind Winner 2010

French Freestyle Hot Shot

Dutch Wave / Freestyle Hot Shot

G-999

K-20

FRA-1111

FABI WEBER

MAX ROWE

ARTHUR ARUTKIN

German Freestyle Champion 2011

UK’s New School Freestyler
UK Vice Freestyle Champion 2010

French Upcoming Wave Charger

SUI-96

USA-333

F-210

ALICE ARUTKIN

DANI AEBERLI

CONNOR BAXTER

French Shooting Star In Slalom And Wave
Womans Wave U20 Champion 2011

Current Swiss Slalom Champion
SLALOM TEAM

The Future Maui Waterman

NOAH ROCHEVOECKER

FREESTYLE | WAVE | SLALOM

SLALOM TEAM

E-42

VICTOR
FERNÁNDEZ
PWA Wave Vice World Champion 2012
PWA Wave World Champion 2010

V-10

JOSÉ “GOLLITO“
ESTREDO
5 Times PWA Freestyle
World Champion

WAVE TEAM

FREESTYLE TEAM

K-66

GER-88

NIK BAKER
British Wave Legend
WAVE TEAM

GUNNAR
ASMUSSEN
IFCA World Slalom Champion 2013

MAXIME
VAN GENT
Freestyle Youngster From Bonaire
FREESTYLE TEAM

FRA-111

WAVE TEAM

AUT-66

K-516

MARCO LANG

ADAM LEWIS

ISV-11

Austrian Slalom Specialist

UK Wave Charger
WAVE TEAM

JIMMY DIAZ
PWA President
Top PWA Slalom Racer
SLALOM TEAM

USA-52

V-26

K-77

ZANE SCHWEITZER

YOLI DE BRENDT

ANT BAKER

Son Of Hookipa Legend Matt Schweitzer

PWA Vice World Champion Freestyle 2010

British Slalom Association Champion 2011

WAVE TEAM

FREESTYLE TEAM

WAVE TEAM

NB-22

SLALOM TEAM

SLALOM TEAM

FREESTYLE TEAM

SLALOM TEAM

FREESTYLE TEAM

WAVE TEAM

FREESTYLE TEAM

WAVE TEAM

Emerging Talent From Lanzarote
WAVE TEAM

E-95

ITA-991

SA-77

ALESSIO STILLRICH

MATTIA FABRIZI

PETER SLATE

The Next Generation From Gran Canaria

Italian Freestyle Hot Shot

One Of The Most Experienced Testers
With Over 20 Years Of Experience

WAVE TEAM

FREESTYLE TEAM

SLALOM TEAM

AUT-97

ITA-140

MAX MATISSEK

MATTEO IACHINO

The Austrian Freestyle Hot Shot

Italian Slalom Champion 2013

FREESTYLE TEAM

SLALOM TEAM

RUS-11

YEGOR
POPRETINSKIY
Russian Freestyle Specialist
FREESTYLE TEAM
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SMART.COMPACT.RANGE

RACE ‹-› FREERIDE

WAVE ‹-› FREESTYLE

RACE ‹-› FREERIDE

WAVE ‹-› FREESTYLE

In this group you will find everything is capable of giving you the ultimate thrill on flat water. From the World Cup
Racing (WARP F2015) through to the speed-oriented performance cam sail (S_TYPE SL) up to the pure NoCam Freerider
(E_TYPE). Only your skill level and your preferred range of use

will be the deciding factor. The only thing holding you
back is you.

From carving the faces of waves to flying high, the radical and creative define this group. Here you can find three
genuine hardcore sails hitting wave and freestylers right in the middle of their heart. Your style is crucial!

World Cup Racing

Performance Switch.Cam

Performance No.Cam

4-Batten Wave

5-Batten Wave

Ultralight Competition Freestyle

WARP

S_TYPE

E_TYPE

HERO

VOLT

IDOL LTD

F2015

SL

DIFFERENTIATION WAVE ‹-› FREESTYLE

DIFFERENTIATION RACE ‹-› FREERIDE
PLANING

HANDLING

WIND RANGE

HERO

HERO

HERO M.E.

VOLT

E_TYPE

VOLT

IDOL LTD

WARP F2015

S_TYPE

S_TYPE

E_TYPE

DURABILITY

SL

WARP F2015
SL

WEIGHT <> DURABILITY LOW WEIGHT

PLANING

STABILITY

VOLT HD
IDOL LTD
STABILITY / V-MAX

REC. SKILL-LEVEL

WARP F2015

WARP F2015

S_TYPE

S_TYPE

SL

E_TYPE

SL

E_TYPE

IDEAL WAVE BOARD MULTI-FIN

SINGLE-FIN

FREESTYLE ABILITY

HERO

HERO

VOLT

VOLT

IDOL LTD

NEW-SCHOOL

CLASSIC

NorthSails 2015
Page 13 | NorthSails
2015
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RACE ‹-› FREERIDE

WARP

F2015

WORLD CUP RACING

CHARACTER
The ultimate World Cup racing sail. Radical, incredibly fast and
yet still manageable even by the less experienced thanks to its
unrivaled soft cam rotation. Due to the new three-stage
SIZESPECIFIC.DESIGN all WARP F2015’s are designed to be more
individual than ever before to match the specific wind conditions:

1. 6 .3 and smaller are designed for maximum high-end stability
and v-max, to avoid the sail from becoming unstable and moving around even in extreme gusts
2. Thanks to the LUFF.LIFT.DESIGN all sizes from 7.0 and up
have an increased lift to generate instant power and acceleration when sheeting in or during pumping.
3. O
 n the 8.4 and up the preshaping has been increased whilst
the luff curve got reduced. This leads to even more low-end
power and clearly more efficient pumping ability.

NEW

Also totally new is the adjustment of the POWER.CONTROL.
RATIO. Starting from the competition weight of the ideal PWA
Slalom Racers (90-100 kg) all WARP F2015’s have the optimum
balance between maximum acceleration and optimum control
when overpowered.

THIS YEAR
AVAILABLE
SEPT. 2014
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C01

RACE ‹-› FREERIDE

WARP

WINDSURF
TECHNOLOGY

F2015

World Cup Racing

SINCE 1981

1.0 – Key Features

Sail Characteristic
PLANING
STABILITY / V-MAX

1.1 NEW:

SIZESPECIFIC.DESIGN: Thanks to three different,
size-dependent concepts each sail size is individually
matched to the wind strength
1.2 LUFF.LIFT.DESIGN (7.0 and above): The increased profile
in the upper luff enhances the lift and leads to a striking
improvement of low end power and acceleration

HANDLING
REC. SKILL-LEVEL

1.3 P
 ROGRESSIVE.LOOSE.LEECH: The upward-increasing
loose leech bleeds power peaks off over the top
1.4 NEW: POWER.CONTROL.RATIO: Optimal ratio between
maximum acceleration and optimum control, size specifically adapted to the ideal PWA Racer (90 - 100 kg)
1.5 N
 EW: Shorter softer masts (7.8 and above) Makes the
bigger WARP F2015 become more flexible, which makes the
extra power easier to control and less physical

NEW

1.12 – Details
The secret of the perfect race sail lies in the balance of
the various performance factors. Effective pump-ability
and maximum acceleration are often at odds with the
desire for superior speed and optimum sail control when
overpowered. So far any improvement of the acceleration power has always been accompanied by a deterioration of the high-end control.

THIS YEAR
AVAILABLE
SEPT. 2014

Colors

Not so with the WARP F2015. Designer Kai Hopf addresses this problem with the SIZESPECIFIC.DESIGN which
individually defines all technical specifications for each
sail size. This has a significant impact on the performance curve, so that the sizes up to 6.3 m2 have a
different character than the sizes from 7.0 m2 or 8.4 m2
up. The sails flexibility plays a significant role, which Kai
defined size by size with the help of the SIZESPECIFIC.
FLEXIBILITY.

C01: Snow.White-Ferrari.Red
For the performance of the new WARP F2015, this
means:

Sizes
4.7 Speed | 5.2 | 5.7 | 6.3 | 7.0 | 7.7
8.4 | 9.0 | 9.6

ART. NO.
14500-1215

-T
 he smaller sails have a reduced "momentum". Once
the board and rig are perfectly aligned to each other,
the speed goes up continuously as soon as you sheet
in or you hit a gust.
-O
 n 6.3 and smaller the emphasis is on maximum draft
stability (both in horizontal and in vertical direction) to
avoid the sail from becoming unstable even in extreme
gusts.

1.6 7.BATTEN.DESIGN: Makes the WARP F2015 the lightest
monofilm Race sail on the market
1.7 MODERATE.CUTAWAY.CLEW: Less blow out / hinge-effect
for more power and more direct acceleration
1.8 INSTANT.ROTATION: Special batten profiles in conjunction with the HYPER.CAMS make the WARP the best rotating race sail on the market and provide significantly faster
acceleration after shifting
1.9 L ess weight due to MINI.PROTECTOR and super light
iROCKET batten tensioner
1.10 I NDEPENDENT.SHAPING.CONCEPT: Improves batten
rotation, control and acceleration
1.11 4 .7 SPEED: Dedicated speed sail made especially for ultimate downwind courses at the limit. Tested by Erik Beale

-T
 hanks to the LUFF.LIFT.DESIGN 7.0 and up inflate
super fast in order to provide immediate power and
acceleration when sheeting in or pumping.
-F
 rom 8.4 and up the new WARPS are designed to
offer more flexibility and momentum. This improves
the planing because the deep profile instantly “pulls”
the rider onto the plane whilst the top acts as a valve.
An amended seam shaping plus a reduced luff curve
increases the pre-shaping. As a result the big WARP
sizes are even more elastic with considerably more
effective pump-ability and even more low-end thrust.
The package is rounded off with size-specific adjustments to optimize the POWER.CONTROL.RATIO. On
water and comparison tests have shown that there can
be "too much" power and acceleration. If this is the
case, the rider is struggling so much with the rig that
the optimum rake, an acceptable handling and efficient
transmission of the sail power into board speed are
no longer guaranteed. Loss of speed and control are
the result. Therefore designer Kai Hopf has found the
perfect balance between maximum acceleration and
optimum control when overpowered for each size of the
new range, matching the weight of the prototypical PWA
slalom racer (between 90 and 100 kg).
On the water, you immediately feel the amazing effects
of these technical measures: the small WARP F2015 sizes
are even faster, the big sizes are even more powerful
and much more flexible. What remained are the legendary maximum speed and impressive high-end control!

Kai Hopf:
The smaller sails have a reduced
"momentum"

From 8.4 and up the new WARPS are
designed to offer more flexibility and
momentum
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RACE ‹-› FREERIDE

S_TYPE

SL

PERFORMANCE SWITCH.CAM

CHARACTER
The all new S_TYPE SL has just one goal: to be as successful
as its legendary predecessors the S_TYPE and RAM, which
have won world-wide magazine tests over many years and got
crowned as the primus in their class. Therefore Kai Hopf has
thrown everything into the mix, resulting in even more performance without having a negative effect on the handling. The
result is a highly sporty and competitive slalom sail that thirsts
for speed, yet is easy to tame.

NorthSails 2015
Page 19 | NorthSails
2015
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C01

C02

RACE ‹-› FREERIDE

WINDSURF
TECHNOLOGY
SINCE 1981

SL
_
S TYPE

Sail Characteristic

Performance Switch.Cam

PLANING
STABILITY / V-MAX
HANDLING
REC. SKILL-LEVEL

2.0 – Key Features
2.1 LUFF.LIFT.PANEL: Super early planing and acceleration
through increased profile in the upper luff

2.5 S
 WITCH.CAM.OPTION 3/2: 3 cams for max. performance
- 2 cams for improved handling

2.2 P
 ROGRESSIVE.BATTEN.CONFIGURATION: Batten
amount depending on sail size and thus perfectly
matching the range of use

2.6 MINIMUM.MAST.CONCEPT: One mast (460-25) fits all
sizes

2.3 iBUMPER: The most advanced and effective molded mast
protector

2.7 AERO.SLEEVE.DESIGN 2.0: Maximum performance combined with effortless waterstarting

2.4 HYPER.CAM: Again and again confirmed through magazine tests worldwide: The best rotating camber on the
market

2.8 – Details

Colors
C01: Snow.White-Ferrari.Red
C02: Snow.White-New.Oreans.Blue

Sizes
6,0 | 6,6 | 7,3 | 7,8 | 8,3 | 8,8

ART. NO.
14500-1213

The highlight of the season is the S_TYPE SL. It can safely
be called the perfect blend of RAM and S_TYPE, two of
the most successful race slalom sails in our history. Therefore Kai Hopf has paired the balanced handling and
comfort of the S_TYPE with the brute power of the RAM.
Its extremely potent ingredients can now be found in the
SL again. Most striking is the extremely tapered mast
sleeve in the new AERO.SLEEVE.DESIGN 2.0. Its width
in the aerodynamically important boom area permits the
ideal transition from the "thick" mast front edge into the
'thin' sail profile. At the top however, the mast sleeve is

still kept relatively narrow to ease up water starts. This is
supported by the use of the WARP F2015 LUFF.LIFT.PANEL
design that provides additional lift.
Regardless of whether you’re at high speed or simply
cruising and jibing, the S_TYPE SL is extremely versatile.
It’s an excellent universal high performance sail for many
board types, as it can be sailed with 2 or 3 cambers
thanks to the SWITCH.CAM.OPTION (the camber in the
foot area can be removed).
Simply ingenious: All S_TYPE SL sizes work with one mast
length!

Kai Hopf:
The perfect blend of RAM and S_TYPE
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RACE ‹-› FREERIDE

E_TYPE
PERFORMANCE NO.CAM

CHARACTER
E is for exciting! The E_TYPE is exactly the type of sail to help
windsurfing regain its real fascination. Rigs without a sweat, takes off and gets going without pumping. This sail boasts the perfect power and acceleration capabilities of our WARP combined
with the handling of a NoCam sail. Windsurfing has never been
so relaxed and exciting at the same time!

NorthSails 2015
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C01

C02

RACE ‹-› FREERIDE

WINDSURF
TECHNOLOGY
SINCE 1981

E_TYPE

Sail Characteristic

Performance No.Cam

PLANING
STABILITY / V-MAX
HANDLING
REC. SKILL-LEVEL

3.0 – Key Features
3.1 LUFF.LIFT.PANEL: Super early planing and acceleration
through increased profile in the upper luff

3.3 V
 TS.PLUS: Trimmings marks for self-explanatory, quick
rigging

3.2 P
 ROGRESSIVE.BATTEN.CONFIGURATION: Batten
amount depending on sail size and thus perfectly
matching the range of use

3.4 MINIMUM.MAST.CONCEPT: Two masts cover all sail
sizes!

3.5 – Details

Colors
C01: Snow.White-Ferrari.Red
C02: Snow.White-New.Oreans.Blue

Sizes
4,5 | 4,9 | 5,4 | 5,8 | 6,2 | 6,6 | 7,3
7,8 | 8,2

ART. NO.
14500-1211

The extremely versatile E_TYPE combines handling and
rigging advantages of a NoCam sail with a very lively
power delivery and top speed. This sail really wants to
get going quickly and also maximizes the enjoyment of
maneuvers. We’ve made this possible through implementing the reduced aspect ratio from the WARP F2013
and the increased profile in the upper luff panel.
The new E_TYPE performs not only at peak performance but also exceptionally well during acceleration
and planing. This is thanks to the additional profile in

the upper luff panel and the TT.TOP with active twist.
Thanks to the CUTAWAY.CLEW this sail doesn't require
an unnecessarily long boom! With the draft located
well forward this facilitates rig control and contributes
significantly to the unusually high draft stability of this
NoCam sail. As well as the extra stiff tube battens (four
in 6.2 and greater). Through the PROGRESSIVE.BATTEN.
CONFIGURATION all E_TYPE sails have a size and range-specific batten amount. Sizes 4.5 to 5.8 come with 5
battens, up to 7.3 come with 6 and 7.8 and 8.2 feature 7
battens.

Kai Hopf:
Speed AND the ease for relaxed maneuvers

NorthSails 2015
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WAVE ‹-› FREESTYLE

IDOL

LTD

ULTRALIGHT COMPETITION
FREESTYLE

CHARACTER
Light, lighter and as radical as possible! The IDOL LTD is the
personal pro model of freestyle record world champion Gollito
Estredo. For this freestyle genius Kai Hopf has fulfilled all his
wishes and created the most sophisticated, extreme freestyle
production sail that we have ever built. All IDOL LTD’s are unbelievably light sails because instead of conventional X.PLY the
futuristic high-tech laminate "ODL" is being used in combination
with our 4mil ULTRA.FILM. These materials are 50% lighter than
conventional sail cloth and push the weight to sensationally low
values. To clarify: The weight of IDOL LTD corresponds to a 1.5m
smaller HERO / VOLT (e.g. 4.8 compares to 3.4)!
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WAVE ‹-› FREESTYLE

WINDSURF
TECHNOLOGY
SINCE 1981

IDOL

Sail Characteristic
WEIGHT <> DURABILITY Low weight
WIND RANGE Planing
FREESTYLE ABILITY New-School

LTD

Ultralight Competition Freestyle

Durability
Stability
Classic

4.0 – Key Features
4.1 L UFF.LIFT.PANEL: Ultra-light for maximum handling
thanks to the trend setting high tech yachting laminate
“ODL” and 4 mil ULTRA.FILM, the lightest monofilm on
the market

4.4 PURE.PATCH.TECHNOLOGY: At the clew, luff and the
batten pocket ends make for 50% weight savings compared to regular patches
4.5 iROCKET, NorthSails lightest batten tensioner of all time

4.2 3 ultra light TUBE.BATTEN
4.6 Exclusively designed for RDM masts
4.3 S
 uper-stretchy DACRON+ODL.DOUBLE.LUFF.PANEL
enables maximum lift for all the jumps against the sail

4.7 – Details

Colors
C05: Snow.White-Lime.YellowNew.Orleans.Blue

Sizes
4,0 | 4,4 | 4,8 | 5,2

ART. NO.
14500-1206

From the second you ride the 2015 IDOL LTD you will
have a smile on your face. It feels absolutely neutral,
doesn’t show any unwanted life of its own and is a
feather in your hands so that you nearly forget about
the sail during moves and maneuvers. This is one of the
most important aspects especially for freestyle! It spins
incredibly fast through all tricks even during the most
difficult ducking moves and feels as if you rotate without
a sail.
The high clew and the short boom length excel at
ducking so that no speed is lost. With the new IDOL
LTD
the success rate of difficult maneuvers and the fun
increases straight away making you automatically go for
even more radical moves!

Designer Kai Hopf has designed the IDOL LTD for maximum efficiency. It features a tight leech, a reduced
weight and a high clew. Not only will maneuvers become
much easier but also get performed at higher speed.
This is due to the sophisticated profile distribution. All of
these aspects are apparent over a wide wind range and
you will be surprised how large the trimming capabilities
are on the new IDOL LTD.
Another important point:
Even if other brands do not speak about it, we will tell
the truth: ultra lightweight can only be achieved through
the reduction of material thickness. Since the film
thickness of the ODL laminate is reduced to the absolute
minimum, the UV stability is limited. Therefore, this sail is
excluded from the usual NorthSails 2+3.year.warranty!

Kai Hopf:
Absolutely neutral, doesn’t show any
unwanted life of its own and is a feather
in your hands
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WAVE ‹-› FREESTYLE

VOLT / VOLT

HD

5-BATTEN WAVE

CHARACTER
Within its first year the VOLT has established itself as THE Freestyle Wave sail. The thrid generation of the 5 battens bestseller
convinces with extremely high draft stability and a very wide
wind range, especially in overpowered conditions. The ideal
partner for classic single fin boards!
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C08

C09*

WAVE ‹-› FREESTYLE

WINDSURF
TECHNOLOGY
SINCE 1981

VOLT / VOLT

Sail Characteristic
WEIGHT <> DURABILITY Low weight

5-Batten Wave

Durability

VOLT
HD

VOLT  

IDEAL WAVE BOARD Multi-Fin
WIND RANGE Planing
FREESTYLE ABILITY New-School

HD

Single-Fin
Stability
Classic

5.0 – Key Features
5.1 Extremely sturdy, unbreakable epoxy battens
5.2 Extremely draft-stable due to the 5-batten, draft forward
design and pronounced loose leech
5.3 PURE.PATCH.TECHNOLOGY: At the clew, luff and the batten pocket ends make for 50% weight savings compared to
regular patches

5.7 – Details

Colors
C03: Snow.White-Ferrari.RedNew.Oreans.Blue
C08: Snow.White-Charly.BrownFerrari.Red
C09: Snow.White-Acid.GreenBlackberry

Sizes
3,4 | 3,7 | 4,0 | 4,2 | 4,5 | 4,7
5,0 | 5,3 | 5,9 | 6,4 | 6,9

Maximum energy and electrifying handling: The smaller
sizes of the 2015 VOLT are oriented towards the requirements of the wave riders, the larger sizes towards
freestylers. The result is a sail line that can confidently
be called the ultimate all-in-one freestyle wave range.
No other NorthSails sail adapts to the conditions so
brilliantly and sailors are so enthusiastic about the huge
range of use. No wonder! As the whole team were involved in the testing. For the huge list of desires countless
innovations were necessary which are hidden in every
detail.
Thanks to a short luff the new VOLT feels extremely
compact and neutral making for incredible handling characteristics. In combination with a unique foot geometry,
a low draft position, a modified leech tension plus the
iMODULAR.DESIGN the VOLT remains extremely neutral
on the wave and during difficult maneuvers. The sail

ART. NO.
VOLT: 14500-1202
VOLT HD: 14500-1203
* This color combination also available as HD version

5.4 iBUMPER, the most advanced and effective molded mast
protector
5.5 D esigned to work best on RDM masts but still fully
compatible with our SDM masts
5.6 MINIMUM.MAST.CONCEPT: Two masts cover all sail
sizes!

immediately reacts to even the smallest impulse.
The sophisticated luff curve and the modified profile distribution result in insane handling combined with great
low-end power. The impressive performance makes it
the ideal choice for any spot on the planet. And all of this
over an extremely wide wind range, as there is no other
wave sail that covers such a wider range, especially
when overpowered! Although all sizes are designed for
RDM masts they still work equally great on SDM masts.
That's the reason why the new VOLT feels softer, super
easy to control and can be pumped easily. The VOLT
series works best on single fin boards, which are driven
over the rail.
VOLT HD
Ultimate durability for most brutal conditions: The 2015
VOLT is also available as a monofilm-free hardcore
X.PLY version!

Kai Hopf:
The smaller sizes are oriented towards
the requirements of the wave riders, the
larger sizes towards freestylers
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WAVE ‹-› FREESTYLE

HERO / HERO

M.E.

4-BATTEN WAVE

CHARACTER
With the HERO designer Kai Hopf achieved a big bang; all international tests praised the World Cup 4-batten wave sail into the
sky. No matter who got their hands on the HERO no one wanted
to give it back. One reason for this euphoria is the fact that the
favorite sail of superhero Victor Fernandez fits perfectly with the
current multi-fin boards and independently of the sailor's weight it
always guarantees maximum performance.
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WAVE ‹-› FREESTYLE

C04

C05

(CODE )VIII

C06**

WINDSURF
TECHNOLOGY
SINCE 1981

HERO/HERO

Sail Characteristic
WEIGHT <> DURABILITY Low weight

4-Batten Wave

Durability

HERO
M.E.

HERO  

IDEAL WAVE BOARD Multi-Fin
WIND RANGE Planing
FREESTYLE ABILITY New-School

M.E.

Single-Fin
Stability
Classic

6.0 – Key Features
6.1 Complete fine-tuning of all sizes for improved performance
and balanced handling

6.4 iBUMPER, the most advanced and effective molded mast
protector

6.2 Extremely sturdy, unbreakable epoxy battens

6.5 BALANCED.LUFF.LENGTH: As short as possible for most
radical throw-ability and as long as necessary for maximum
wind range

6.3 PURE.PATCH.TECHNOLOGY: At the clew, luff and the batten pocket ends make for 50% weight savings compared to
regular patches

Colors
C03: Snow.White-Ferrari.RedNew.Orleans.Blue
C04: Snow.White-BlackberryNew.Orleans.Blue
C05: Snow.White-Lime.YellowNew.Orleans.Blue
(CODE)VIII
C06: Snow.White-Fruit.OrangeNew.Orleans.Blue

Sizes
3,0 | 3,4 | 3,7 | 4,0 | 4,2 | 4,5 | 4,7
5,0 | 5,3 | 5,6 | 5,8

ART. NO.
HERO: 14500-1200
HERO (Code VIII): 14500-1201
HERO M.E.: 14500-1205

6.6 – Details
The consistent development in the past 12 months is
fully paying off. Replete with the finest components and
technical solutions, the new HERO always generates
a lot of drive, regardless of whether under- or properly
powered up. Despite a further draft back position it
doesn’t become back handy, even when overpowered.
Due to fine-tuning of all sizes the extremely wide wind
range compared to conventional 4 batten sail is immediately noticeable.
The low weight makes for incredible handling, while
rigging you can already imagine how light and soft the
sail feels. The rotation is as smooth as silk, even with
minimal outhaul tension.
On the water it immediately appears that your backhand
is the throttle, just sheet in then the HERO immediately
builds up power, speeds up and gets you going. On
the wave it becomes a discreet engine always ready
to accelerate when needed. The top of the sail works
very effectively to support the power, therefore you can

*This color combination also available as M.E. version

safely choose a sail size smaller than with many other
wave sails. This applies to almost any rider, regardless of
their weight.
Kai Hopf developed the BALANCED.LUFF.LENGTH, a
precisely balanced ratio of luff length to boom length.
As short as possible for most radical throw-ability and
as long as necessary to generate sufficient stability for
maximum wind range.
Design, processing, shape and features such as the
iBUMPER mast protector make the radical HERO a
perfect package to which the competition must be
measured again. The HERO is exclusively designed for
RDM masts due to its narrow sleeve and elastic characteristics. The smaller mast diameter perfectly matches
this softer feeling sail and shorter luff.

New: HERO M.E.
Absolutely identical in design, the HERO ME differs only
in the reduced amount of X.PLY. This price advantage
we are happy to pass on.

**This color combination ONLY available as M.E. version

Kai Hopf:
You can safely choose a sail size smaller
than with many other wave sails

The new HERO M.E. is the priceattractive version of the HERO

Victor Fernández | VOLT C09
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WAVE ‹-› FREESTYLE

2015

WAVE SAIL DIFFERENTIATION
VOLT VS. HERO

Draft forward or pull on both hands.
VOLT
When going down the line a single-fin wave board wants
to be “carved” mainly over your front foot and the rail.
This requires high speed, full commitment and a very
high skill level. Also you need to stand quite upright
over the rail during the bottom turn. Therefore you need
a sail with a slightly higher draft position to “force” you
into an upright position. In addition the sail needs to go
completely neutral during the turn. To achieve this the
draft is positioned quite far forward. As a result the sail
develops nearly no pull on the backhand and remains
completely unaffected when sheeting in or out. On the
other hand such sails are more sophisticated to sail, as
the sailor does not get back any “feedback” (e.g. when
over-sheeting). Also you simply have less to “hold on to”.

HERO
With the trend moving towards multi-fin wave boards the
down the line surfing style has remarkably changed. In
contrary to single-fin wave boards, multi-fin wave boards
don’t get “carved” over the rail but instead get much
more turned through the fins. The angular momentum
for the bottom turn is now initiated through sheeting in
your sail. To do this you need a sail that gives the rider a
certain “feedback” triggering the turn. This means a sail
with a draft position being further back and therefore
pull on both hands.
This pull on both hands has further advantages: As an
advantage this pull on both hands means you have
something to “hold on to” giving you extra balance/
stability (which also counts for flat water sailing on single-fin boards). Also you can rig one size smaller as the
further draft back profile produces more low-end power.
Another advantage of this new sailing style is that the
bottom turn is initiated at much lower speeds which
makes it much easier especially for entry level wave sailors. On the other hand pros now can surf much closer to
the impact zone. During the bottom turn you do not have
to stand upright over the rail anymore but can remain in
a natural slightly tucked position. Therefore compared to
the ICE our brand-new 4-batten wave sail HERO not only
has a slightly further back- but also lower draft position,
which helps the high-end control.

STYLE MATTERS

THREE ALL NEW POWERTRAINS TO EXPRESS YOUR SAILING ATTITUDE

WAVE ‹-› FREESTYLE RANGE 2015
For those who live windsurfing and made it their lifestyle: IDOL LTD,
VOLT and HERO. From flatwater freestyle spins to extreme big
wave sailing - here come three hardcore sails to satisfy the real wild
and creative riders.

SEGEL DESIGN PARAMETER > VORTEILE
VOLT pronounced loose leech (= high downhaul tension) plus draft forward

HERO medium loose leech plus draft back

1. Improved high-end control and maximum speed

1. Improved planing power

2. Sail feels lighter in your hands

2. Solid feedback, less nervousness

3. Ideal for single fin

3. Ideal for multi-fin boards in the waves

DURABILITY

WIND RANGE

HERO

HERO

HERO M.E.

VOLT

WINDSURFING

PLANING

2015

STABILITY

VOLT
VOLT HD
IDEAL WAVE BOARD MULTI-FIN

SINGLE-FIN

FREESTYLE ABILITY

HERO

HERO

VOLT

VOLT

NEW-SCHOOL

CLASSIC

Photo J. Carter / Artwork yearning.de

WEIGHT <> DURABILITY LOW WEIGHT

NORTHSAILS

WIND S U RF T E CH N O LO G Y
SI N CE 19 8 1

Idol LTD

VOLT

HERO

Ultralight Competition
Freestyle

5-Batten Wave

4-Batten Wave

NORTH-WINDSURF.COM
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SPECIALS

DRIVE

DRIVE GROM/DRIVE CLOTH
SPECIAL KIDS / SPECIAL SCHOOL

CHARACTER
The windsurfing bug has hit you? You cannot wait to be back on the
board to have fun and improve your skills? Just for people like you,
Kai Hopf has developed the DRIVE CLOTH. A modern school sail that
makes learning and progressing incredibly easy. Even considering
the solid cloth construction, it works amazingly well, is light in your
hands and has great control during maneuvers. Designed especially for the next generation, the DRIVE GROM has all the characteristics
and build-quality of a fully-fledged adult sail. We followed the
motto: Only the best for the kids!
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C02

C01

SPECIALS

DRIVE

GROM

Special Kids

WINDSURF
TECHNOLOGY
SINCE 1981

Kai Hopf:

7.0 – Details
The DRIVE
particularly benefits from the sophisticated mix of materials in combination with the iMODULAR.
DESIGN and use of lightweight mono-film without compromising durability. Five sizes with individual batten
configurations based on the ergonomics and physical
power of the youngsters result in high-quality and
high-performance equipment so that fun and success of
the kids are guaranteed right from the beginning.
GROM

Most sail brands use exactly the same materials for their
kids sail as in the adult sails (e.g. heavy X.PLY). Surf instructors think about this as completely over engineered
and refer to the basic physical requirements. Through
years of cooperation with all major schools (e.g. VDWS,
Club Mistral, FBC) NorthSails has gained an enormous
competitive edge in this area, which is fully incorporated
into the DRIVE GROM line. A very balanced shape combined with lightweight cloths are used to perfectly suit
the light weight and lack of power of the target group.
The new DRIVE GROM therefore is likely to be the most
specialized kids sail on the market!

C01

The new DRIVE GROM therefore is likely to
be the most specialized kids sail on the
market

Additionally within the EPX program we have developed
special mast and boom components to perfectly match
the DRIVE GROM (see page 68-69)! This means the DRIVE
GROM
is also available as a complete rig!

DRIVE

C02

CLOTH

Special School

C01

C02

Colors
C01: Snow.White-Ferrari.Red
C02: Snow.White-New.Orleans.Blue

Sizes
Drive Grom
1,0 | 1,5 | 2,0 | 2,5 | 3,0 | 3,5
Drive Cloth
1,0 | 1,5 | 2,0 | 2,5 | 3,0 | 3,5
4,0 | 4,5 | 5,0 | 5,7 | 6,4
ART. NO.
Drive
14400-1208
Drive Cloth 14400-1210
Grom

8.0 – Details
The brand new DRIVE CLOTH features a cutting-edge two
and a half-batten layout 2.5 (3.0 m2 and up), which offers
amazing performance for a very wide target group.
It was developed in close cooperation with the most
famous surf schools and associations, whose insights
and experiences have influenced the concept significantly.
The DRIVE CLOTH is an easy planing sail that will accompany any beginner or dedicated improver for a very
long time. It’s super easy to get out of the water and
very easy to control on all courses as well as during
maneuvers. In sub planing conditions it really gives
the rider something to hold on to which is fundamental

for improving your balance. This is especially advantageous in choppy water. Once planing, the sail stays
very well balanced; the wind pressure can be gradually
transformed into speed, so that the rider is always in full
control.
The use of Dacron and Vinyl instead of mono-film makes
the DRIVE CLOTH virtually indestructible, which is why it
is perfectly suited for use in windsurfing schools. The
Dacron fulfills a second, very important purpose: thanks
to the flexible material in combination with the unique
profile the sail loads very gently. Thus, the DRIVE CLOTH
develops powerful propulsion enabling great planing
power. Despite the full profile the draft remains very
stable even when fully powered up.

Kai Hopf:
The use of Dacron and Vinyl instead
of mono-film makes the DRIVE CLOTH
virtually indestructible
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SAILS FEATURES
03

DOUBLE.SEAM.TECHNOLOGY
Twice as durable, half the stretch. NorthSails stands for unsurpassed quality that guarantees a longer life for
our sails. The triple zig-zag seams significantly contribute to this. And they don‘t come, as usual, in a single, but
in a double version! They cover all exposed crash areas that would otherwise be damaged. The result is higher
resistance to tear and a reduction of stretch by up to 50% as a result of the second seam, also benefiting profile
stability and performance. Only the DOUBLE.SEAM.TECHNOLOGY by NorthSails can deliver this!

04

iBUMPER (S_TYPE

SL

, VOLT, HERO)

More protection, less abrasion. The iBUMPER is probably the most innovative mast
protector on the market. Under heat its highly resilient surface material gets thermally
connected to a shock-absorbing foam. The intelligent arrangement of the ribs and
surfaces not only offer weight advantages, but also eliminates the two most common
problems. The contoured upper section provides unprecedented bump protection and
cushioning in the event of foot or lower leg contact. The lower part however is designed towards maximum abrasion resistance to meet the frequent board contact. This is
indicated by the absence of ribs and the generous surface. Smart detail: a mesh pocket
at the inside to store the excess downhaul rope.

2015

UNIQUE SAIL FEATURES
THIS YOU GET FROM NORTHSAILS ONLY

01.1

VTS VISUAL.TRIM.SYSTEM
Perfect trim and huge wind range! Even newcomers can immediately trim the sail 100% correctly. Simply downhaul
the sail until the boarderline of the loose leech reaches the “min dot“ or “max dot“ (depending on the wind speed).
That’s it! The exclusive VTS acts like a turbocharger, ensuring maximum performance and an extended range of use.
Trimming has never been faster and more accurate!

01.2

HTS HARNESSLINE.TRIM.SYSTEM
Say goodbye to misplaced harness lines! Forget the time-consuming search for the ideal harness line position, the
numb forearms, and the endless fiddling around! The patented print on the sail shows exactly where the center of
the harness line has to be. Just position the two ends symmetrically at the left and right of the print, that‘s all.

02

2+3.YEAR.WARRANTY (except IDOL

05
LTD

AND WARP

F2015

)

Quality guaranteed – no other brand offers something similar. Short-term thinking minimum weight is great. But
over-reducing necessary reinforcements automatically reduces the longevity. NorthSails is famous for the perfect
ratio weight to durability. To prove the superior durability and quality, we grant a unique 2+3.YEAR.WARRANTY on
all our sails (does not include monofilm)! To secure the extended warranty claims please immediately register under
www.north-windsurf.com/fre/warranties/register Otherwise just the legal warranty period can be granted!

POLYESTER.WEBBING.ONLY
No stretch, no tension loss. What has been proven in safety belts is just good enough for us windsurfers! We are
the only manufacturer to use Polyester webbing at the (vario) top, the tack roller and the batten tensioner attachment-loops. The advantage over conventional Polypropylene is the almost non-existing stretch. Even brand new sails
now keep the full downhaul tension and need not be re-tensioned. The same is true for the batten tensioner. A small
detail with a great effect!
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SAILS FEATURES
10

09

11

09

Hightech-Laminat "ODL" (IDOL

12
LTD

)

Extremely light, extremely high-tech. Yachting sail
specialist POLYANT delivers one of the most desirable
laminates available today. ODL is an extremely lightweight material that is unbelievably 50% lighter than
regular X.PLY and makes every weight freak rave. Since
the film thickness is reduced to an absolute minimum
this laminate is exclusively used for the IDOL_LTD. Please note the reduced UV-stability!

10

SET&GO.VARIOTOP

2015

(all sails with vario top except DRIVE)

SAIL FEATURES

Find the optimum vario top setting without the
usual try and error. From the first rigging now the
length of the vario top is set correctly. Easy to read
length indicators show the perfect setting in relation to
the used mast length which eliminates any testing and
readjustment!

WINDSURF TECHNOLOGY

PROGRESSIVE.CUTAWAY.CLEW including CROSS.BATTEN
(WARP F2015, S_TYPE SL, E_TYPE 6.2 and up)

Optimum combination of minimized rotation forces,
power and handling. The CROSS.BATTEN concept
is the intelligent solution that shifts the sail’s center of
effort downwards and supports the larger surface area
in the boom zone. It also allows for an early planing
profile without losing handling. Ideal in combination
with the PROGRESSIVE.CUTAWAY.CLEW which has an
extremely positive influence on the sails agility, feel and
allows a shorter, stiffer boom. Both features individually
vary depending on the type and size of the sail. That is,
the more pronounced the CUTAWAY thus the longer the
CROSS.BATTEN, the more flex and comfort, especially
when overpowered ("excess" sail area "flexes away").
The more performance-oriented the sail, the less pronounced the CUTAWAY.CLEW and the CROSS.BATTEN
are to ensure a more direct acceleration.

13

For more than 50 years we have been focusing
exclusively on the research, development and production of high-quality profiles. As well as sails for
yachts, Windsurfers and kitesurfing kites.
Athletes have won everything that there is to win using our
profiles. Revolutionary approaches and technologies have
always been and will always be part of our success. Almost
all details and features that went into our windsurfing pro-

11

When comparing them with other sail brands, you should
always pay particular attention to the unique solutions and
innovations that are responsible for the performance of
NorthSails Windsurfing. You will realize that most of these
features can only be found on our sails.

Inspired by high mechanical load capacity climbing harnesses and racing helmets: The exclusive

06

08

Fewer layers, lower weight. With the newly developed
high-tech PURE.PATCH.TECHNOLOGY one layer of
PURE PE material replaces the traditional multi-layer reinforcements. This applies to the clew, luff and the batten
pocket ends. The altered structure in combination with
the highly abrasion-resistant and virtually indestructible
PURE material saves 50% of the weight of the previous
patches! Woven in two directions.

Lighter, more aerodynamic, extremely durable. With
50% less weight than its predecessor, the iROCKET is
our lightest batten tensioner ever! Despite the significantly lower dimensions there is no loss in durability or
adjustability. Stretch-free, abrasion resistant Polyester
webbing results in a rock-solid fixation of the iROCKET!

PURE.PATCH.TECHNOLOGY

06

ducts emerged during the development and evolution of
the WARP World Cup race sail and its predecessors, which
always delivered the highest performance possible.

DOUBLE.D.BUCKLE

(all sails with vario top except DRIVE)

two-piece Double.D.BUCKLE replaces present standard
solutions. This construction guarantees outstanding
trimming options and completely eliminates webbing
slippage.

TWIN.TRIM.CLEW (WARP

F2015

)

Increased range of use, individual tuning options.
The secret of the TWIN.TRIM.CLEW are the 2 horizontally placed clew eyelets. The outer clew position provides
more power and a more direct feeling, while the inner
position gives more control and a softer sensation.
13

iROCKET

07

VTS.PLUS (E_TYPE with Fixtop)

07

Even faster and easier to rig. The all-new VTS.PLUS
trim indicators (FAST.RIGGING.INDICATION) that make
all E_TYPE and CURVE sails with fix-top even easier and
faster to rig. Thanks to precise specifications of the mastand boom lengths the down- and outhaul are simply pulled as far as it goes, done! Of course, the traditional VTS
trimming dots are also available to allow all specialists
more flexibility for maximum performance.

08
12
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24

20

22
14
25

21
14

ULTRA.FILM (WARP

F2015

, IDOL LTD)

The lightest monofilm on the market. To save as
much weight as possible, we now use ULTRA.FILM
which is just 4mm thick for the super lightweight IDOL LTD
as well as the big WARP F2015 (from 8.6 m2). This extreme
monoflim is used throughout the body panel and contributes significantly to the low overall weight thanks to
its reduced thickness

ADVANTAGE 3: O ptimized shape for the best possible
mast pocket profile and ideal aerodynamics.
ADVANTAGE 4: F its all mast diameters, since only the
rollers but never the plastic body touch
the surface, which also makes the HYPER.CAM extremely easy to rotate.

17

TRIPLE.TACK.ROLLER

15

EPOXY.BATTEN

Minimum forces for perfect trim. The integrated,

Extremely stable, extremely durable. There is no

nickel-plated brass triple roller minimizes the downhaul
forces tremendously. The new, optimized side plate
with integrated rope led prevents that the rope will be
damaged or jumps from the roll.

higher load on the equipment as you get during Wave
riding or Freestyle. Brute forces when getting washed
or heavy wipe-outs can quickly spoil the fun. For this
reason, from now on all wave and freestyle sails (except
IDOL_LTD) are equipped with brand new, extremely
durable epoxy battens that can really survive anything.
Some more evidence of the famous North Sails longevity.

15

16

HYPER.CAM (WARP

F2015

, S_TYPE SL)

“Soft rotation and excellent rigging comfort” international confirmation for years! But that’s not all:
ADVANTAGE 1: S
 uper-fast rigging. (Sliding-up instead
of snapping-on the mast.) No need for
repeat adjustments to luff- and outhaul
tension.
16

ADVANTAGE 2: M
 inimum friction means soft rotation,
since the HYPER.CAM features free
rollers without plastic buckles, so that
only the rollers touch the mast.

20

24

Improved sail control at higher wind speeds. Kai Hopf
relied on the WARP F2015 to design the TT.TOP. The
concave shape is slightly reduced, which improves
tension and allows for a more effective, three-dimensional top twist. This means the top twists not only
horizontally, but also vertically under strong winds.
By virtually neutralizing gusts, the rig’s kept steady in
the rider‘s hands, and works in a much larger range of
winds.

Excitingly beautiful, extremely durable. As many as
three different X.PLY scrims with varying fiber density
and film thickness are used in our 2015 sails. The
materials are always carefully selected to match the
sail‘s application and to obtain the ideal combination
of durability and weight.

TT.TOP

21

18

DURATECH.FOOT

DURA.LUFF.PATCH
Extremely durable luff reinforcement. The area
around the boom cutout is particularly exposed to
wear and tear, because the luff panel always forms
wrinkles when inserting the mast. Over time, this
„accordion effect“ may cause cracks in the monofilm.
The flexible DURA.LUFF.PATCH reinforces the area
around the boom and creates a soft transition to the
monofilm, while preventing cracks in the film.
19

TWIN.STRAP
Keeps the sail rolled up and the protector on the
mast. This improved version of the brilliantly simple
fastening system not only keeps the sail safely rolled
up, but also makes sure that the mast protector is
closely attached and fastened to the mast while surfing (not available with Drive)!

Long-term durability for the sail-foot. The foot of
the sail is often dragged across the anti-skid surface
during water starts or accelerating, especially with
wide boards. The exclusive DURATECH.FOOT keeps
the seams in a wide plastic channel, protecting them
against damage from the rough anti-skid surface.
22

INDIVIDUAL.BOOM.LENGTH.

INDICATION
Choosing the right boom length without experimenting. Since the boom is positioned at different
points on the mast depending on the rider‘s height,
the ideal boom length varies due to the different
angles. To make it easier to find the right length fast,
the individual recommendations are written directly
on the luff panel at boom level.
23

INTELLIGENT.BATTEN.SYSTEM
Individual batten setting for better performance!
Since each batten fulfills a different task, we use a
huge variety of batten types. They differ not only in
their cross section (round or rectangular) but also in
the materials used (glass, glass-carbon composites,
full carbon) and in their geometry (thickness, width).
Moreover, all battens have specific stiffness degrees
and profiles, regardless of their length for 100% draft
stability in the center of the sail, optimum twist in
the top (horizontally and vertically), and reduced top
weight (easier handling).
19
17

18

26

X.PLY

25

MINI.BATTEN
Eliminates unintentional leech flutter. Short, highly
effective miniature battens support the area between
the long battens and prevent any annoying flutter.

26

MAST.SLEEVE.OPENER
No more friction when threading the mast into the
mast pocket. A brilliant trick makes inserting the mast
a breeze. The NorthSails logo above the boom cutout
opens the mast pocket just a little, allowing the rider
to insert the mast with just one hand, without having
to move up the luff.

27

PROGRESSIVE.BATTEN.
CONFIGURATION
(S_TYPE SL, E_TYPE, DRIVE)

Better handling and total control. The number of
battens plays a decisive role when it comes to a
stable center of effort, weight, and handling. With
the PROGRESSIVE.BATTEN.CONFIGURATION we
have introduced a system that determines the ideal
number of battens for each sail, depending on size
and intended use. This provides for an ideal combination of performance and the lowest possible weight
for each size.

Victor Fernández | HERO Code VIII
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HARDWARE

2015

HARDWARE
BOOMS | MASTS | EXTENSIONS

INTEGRATED RIG TECHNOLOGY - THE PERFECT RIG
For over a decade NorthSails has been one of the few
brands, which still develop exclusive Windsurfing rig
components. This guarantees that all NorthSails components are state-of-the-art, offer real innovations, work

better, and when used in conjunction with a North sail
generate the absolute maximum performance!

UNBEATABLE QUALITY
NORTHSAILS EXCLUSIVE !

TRUE
RIG
BRAND

NO OTHER BRAND
OFFERS ANYTHING ALIKE

THE TRUE RIG BRAND
In addition to sails almost every other brand today also
offers masts, booms and accessories. These Invariable
items are called OEM products that are easily purchased
at either of the two Asian producers. That's why their
products are so similar: a color change here, a new
print there and done. This way development or even
innovation is out of the question. This is a real shame!
Specifically designed rig components offer so much
development potential - not only in terms of comfort,
but as well in performance and durability. We already

recognized this over 30 years ago back when we were
the first sail brand developing our own booms. We are
still shaping the future of windsurfing and promoting
the sport so together with the team our engineers and
technicians have spent even more time on the new rig
components for 2015, for example creating the lightest
boom in the world and a brand new front-end with
amazing new features.

Minimum weight is amazing. However abandoning necessary reinforcements automatically decreases the sails life span. NorthSails
offers the perfect eight-durability ratio. To prove our unique quality we
grant a 2+3 year warranty1, 2. Just register right after the purchase on:
www.north-windsurf.com/deu/warranties/register3 and take advantage
of maximum protection!

NORTHSAILS
WINDSURFING
2015

BECAUSE WE KNOW
IT LASTS!
ENGINEERED AND MADE IN GERMANY
We are exceptionally proud to be the only rig brand still
producing our booms and extensions 100% in Germany
(except for PLATINUM and EPX models). In addition
we use raw materials from Europe only. Of course

in comparison to “made in China“ that means higher
productions costs. On the other hand only “made in
Germany“ guarantees you the unmatched NorthSails
quality of our booms and extensions.

NorthSails masts, booms and the latest UNI.XT mast extension are
extremely resistant. We are so convinced of the quality that we
grant an unconditional 2 year warranty - no matter how rough you
rip4. Just register right after the purchase on: www.north-windsurf.
com/deu/warranties/ and take advantage of maximum protection!

excluding IDOL LTD and WARP F2015 / 2Excluding monofilm breakage / 3Otherwise, only the statutory
warranty applies / 4 excluding PLATINUM.AERO and RED boom
1

WIND S U RF T E CH N O LO G Y
SI N CE 19 8 1
NORTH-WINDSURF.COM

POWER.XT 2.0

RAPID.RELEASE
instantly release the
sail in one go!

COMFORT & RELIABILITY

NOW COMPATIBLE
WITH ALL SAIL BRANDS

EFFORTLESS
RIGGING THE
ONLY EXTENSION WITH AN
INTEGRATED
RATCHED MECHANISM

COMPATIBLE WITH ALL SAIL AND BOARD BRANDS

UNIQUE FEATURES, MAXIMUM PERFORMANCE
POWER.XT 2.0 the all new extension with integrated trim lever and SHOX dampening option
UNI.XT functional, solid, versatile plus SHOX dampening option
iBASE 2.0 extreme durability, low profile, minimum weight

iBASE 2.0

UNI.XT
Release
option
allows to remove the
connection joints

NORTHSAILS
WINDSURFING
2015

OR

OR

NOW COMPATIBLE
WITH ALL SAIL BRANDS

RAPID.RELEASE
instantly release the
sail in one go!

DOUBLE.FOOT.
TRIM ERGONOMICALLY
OPTIMIZED
FOR 30%
STRENGTH
SAVING

iBase2.0

JOINT

iTENDON

Low profile,
extreme
durability

iTENDON.SHOX

Even safer!
PERMA.LOCK.
OPTION
W I N D S U R F T EC H N O LO G Y
SINCE 1981
NORTH-WINDSURF.COM
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FEATURES

POWER.XT 2.0

01

Advantages when setting up the sail:
→ Faster rigging
(attach rope-loop – pull on standard-cleat – ratchet, ready!)
→ Significantly

less power required
(power ratio approx. 1/60)
→ No need for trimming tools
(e.g. “easy-rig“ or harness hook)

02

Advantages on the water:
→ Adjustments

can be made even on the water, increasing as well as releasing (e.g. when the wind speed changes)
→ I ncreased safety
→ For

the first time the sails performance and wind range are exploited to the full

2015

POWER.XT

03

2.0

Benefits during de-rigging:
Thanks to RAPID.RELEASE the sail-tension can be instantly released. Due to the modified position of the standard
cleat, just place one foot on the extension and pull the rope with a short jerk out of the standard cleat - done.

WINDSURF TECHNOLOGY

Hard to see, but true: The POWER.XT 2.0 has been completely redesigned. Besides the basic idea it has almost
nothing in common with its predecessor. From the brand
new, extremely solid ratchet mechanism, the simplified release function and the high-strength Lyros Dyneema rope
up to the possibility to upgrade the POWER.XT 2.0 with a
damper function - the POWER.XT 2.0 can do so much more
and everything better.

Since its introduction 10 years ago the POWER.XT is the
unmatched standard, when it comes to extensions with
trim aids. Anyone who has used it once never wants to
be without it. Thanks to the integrated lever it handles
all downhaul forces and allows precise trim adjustments
and fine tuning even on the water. Even kids can use it
to cope the extreme downhaul tension of modern slalom
sails. Each profile is adjusted with millimeter precision in
seconds. The 15 cm long lever and the power ratio of 1:60
enable absolutely power-saving trimming.

Compatible with all sail brands

more speed and more comfort. In the wave the SHOX
suspension system provides cushioned landings and
increased board control when going down-the-line as
well as when crossing the white water.
The upgrade is easily done in a few simple steps. The
new, very stiff cup ensures that the suspension-tube
runs with absolutely no friction, the damping elements
respond more sensitively and thereby creates a more
enjoyable ride. No wonder that almost all of our top
athletes swear by the SHOX option rather than going
without! Of course the SHOX.UPGRADE.KIT is available
for both POWER.XT SDM and RDM in all lengths!

As the POWER.XT uses only one open metal pulley the rope
is just looped over the pulley - the fastest and most comfortable way of rigging.
Threaded through however, the POWER.XT 2.0 now is also
100% compatible with twisted roller blocks (e.g. Severne, Loft,
Naish).

SHOX.UPGRADE.KIT for pioneering
damping technology
From now on all POWER.XT 2.0 can be upgraded with the
unique NorthSails SHOX suspension system. SHOX, the
first integrated shock absorber that adds a chassis to the
board, similar to a full-suspension on a mountain bike.
Especially in choppy conditions it smooths out the board
and the rig, absorbing chop and the impact after landing.
Tests in all leading Windsurf-magazines have proven
that the rig doesn't bump, the rider can convert the wind
power much more effective into acceleration making
you a proven 2-3 knots faster, and also preserves the
equipment and your joints. Whether speed, racing or
freeride, the new POWER.XT in combination with the
SHOX.UPGRADE.KIT definitely guarantees more control,

RANGE

POWER.XT RDM 36

Extension range: 4-36 cm
Weight: 710 g

ART. NO
14400-7300

POWER.XT SHOX RDM 36

Including high end shock absorber
Extension range: 4-36 cm
Necessary base (iBase + iTendon.Shox) sold separately
Weight: 870 g

ART. NO
14400-7302

POWER.XT SDM 28/42

Extension range 28: 2-28 cm
Extension range 42: 2-42 cm
Weight 28: 660 g / 42: 750 g

ART. NO
14400-7301

POWER.XT SHOX SDM 42

Including high end shock absorber
Extension range: 2-42 cm
Necessary base (iBase + iTendon.Shox) sold separately
Weight: 910 g

ART. NO
14400-7303

SHOX.UPGRADE.KIT POWER.XT 2.0

Weight: 150 g

ART. NO
14400-7307 (RDM)
14400-7308 (SDM)

Supported by www.ub-tech.de
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FEATURES

UNI.XT

01

Compatible with all sail brands
Is there anything more annoying than unpack the sail and then to realize that the sails tack rollers orientation does
not fit together with the extension? When threading the rope takes forever? The UNI.XT solves this once for all
through a technically ambitious and entirely new arrangement of rollers. The rollers sit in the newly developed cup
so that they are protected from damage while preventing injuries. This arrangement ensures an absolutely frictionless alignment of the downhaul rope in combination with 0° tack rollers (e.g., North Sails, NeilPryde, Gaastra, ...)
as well as with 90° rotated roller units (e.g., Gun Sails, Naish, Severne). This saves power by reducing the friction
and protects the rope. At the same time this arrangement for the first time allows the loop-loop-go function with
absolutely all sail brands! Means no annoying and time-consuming threading through the rollers - simply loop the
rope-loop over the two outer tack rollers and you can immediately start downhauling.

02

30% power saving due to DOUBLE.FOOT.TRIM
In terms of rigging comfort the new UNI.XT offers much more than existing standard extensions. In order to ensure
the most effective tensioning of the downhaul we have designed the cup under ergonomic points of view incorporating the DOUBLE.FOOT.TRIM. Through the intelligent positioning of the cleat, it is now possible to prop with both feet
against the cup, and thus cope far greater forces avoiding lower back strain. Now you can use the same technique
for the downhauling as in rowing, where you naturally also use both feet to mobilize maximum power through pushing with the feet rather than pulling through your back. That saves approx. 30% power!

2015

UNI.XT

03

Faster de-rigging thanks to RAPID.RELEASE
Due to the modified position of the standard cleat, just place one foot on the extension and pull the rope with a short jerk
out of the standard cleat - done.

WINDSURF TECHNOLOGY

Especially with standard extensions everyone has
probably encountered nasty surprises at some
point. Endless fiddling to find a frictionless rope thread,

but it’s stuffed with real innovations that make the UNI.XT
an unparalleled product.

incorrect roller alignment being incompatible with the
orientation of the roller block at the sail, power-consuming trimming due to a small surface for supporting the
foot. All of these problems are a thing of the past with
the UNI.XT!
At first glance this high-strength and super solid extension might seem to occur like many other extensions,

All UNI.XT are shipped with an extremely durable original Marlow rope!
And: we are so confident about the entire UNI.XT program and its technology that we grant 2 years unlimited
warranty*!

RANGE
UNI.XT RDM 36

Extension range: 4-36 cm
Weight: 600 g

ART. NO
14400-7304

UNI.XT SHOX RDM 36

Incl. high end shock absorber
Extension range: 4-36 cm
Necessary base (iBase + iTendon.Shox) sold separately
Weight: 760 g

ART. NO
14400-7305

SHOX.UPGRADE.KIT for pioneering
damping technology
All UNI.XT extensions can be upgraded with the unique
NorthSails SHOX suspension system. SHOX is the first
integrated shock absorber, which adds a chassis to the
board similar to a full-suspension on a mountain bike.
Especially in choppy conditions it smooths out the board
and the rig, absorbing chop and the impact after landing.
Tests in all leading Windsurf-magazines have proven
that the rig doesn't bump, the rider can convert the wind
power much more effective into acceleration making
you a proven 2-3 knots faster, and also preserves the
equipment and your joints. Whether speed, racing or
freeride, the new UNI.XT in combination with the SHOX.

UPGRADE.KIT definitely guarantees more control, more
speed and more comfort. In the wave the SHOX suspension system provides cushioned landings and increased
board control when going down-the-line as well as when
crossing the white water.
The upgrade is easily done in a few simple steps. The
new, very stiff cup ensures that the suspension tube
runs with absolutely no friction, the damping elements
respond more sensitively and thereby creates a more enjoyable ride. No wonder that almost all of our top athletes
swear by the SHOX option rather than going without! Of
course the SHOX.UPGRADE.KIT is available for both UNI.
XT SDM and RDM in all lengths!

UNI.XT SDM 28/42

Extension range 28: 2-28 cm
Extension range 42: 2-42 cm
Weight 28: 550 g / 42: 640 g

ART. NO
14400-7310

UNI.XT SHOX SDM 42

Incl. high end shock absorber
Extension range: 2-42 cm
Necessary base (iBase + iTendon.Shox) sold separately
Weight: 800 g

ART. NO
14400-7306

SHOX.UPGRADE.KIT UNI.XT
Weight: 150 g

ART. NO
14400-8014 (RDM)
14400-8015 (SDM)

* To secure the extended warranty claims please register under www.north-windsurf.com/eng/warranties/register
within 30 days. Otherwise just the legal warranty period can be granted! Print excluded!
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iBASE 2.0

One for all - just one base for all conditions
We are 100% convinced that absolutely everyone in all conditions and for all disciplines needs only one base. The
flexibility and ease of de/attaching makes the need for different bases and systems simply obsolete.

iBASE 2.0
Weight: 110 g
ART. NO
14400-7318

Free choice of the
connection joint

2015

iBASE

With the iBASE 2.0 you can choose
from three new, super high-quality
connection joints that are slightly
softer or stiffer just as you prefer:

2.0

WINDSURF TECHNOLOGY

LIGHTEST+
LOWEST
BASE IN ITS CLASS

Some call it fanaticism; we call it attention to detail.
Even in supposedly unimportant components there is a
lot of potential, you just have to realize it. This requires
the courage to think differently and to patiently rethink
or question even proven designs. That`s exactly what
our engineers have done together with the team when
it came to developing a completely new, universal
mast base system. The top priority in addition to the

OR

functionality was the requirement to create ONE single,
uncompromising system for ALL conditions.
The result is the iBASE, the lowest mast base system
with central screw!
Version 2.0 comes with a new, ergonomically shaped
main-body that facilitates tightening and opening of the
base significantly.

OR

FEATURES
01

Release option
We have always been annoyed having to unscrew the base from the board after the surf session with tired hands,
just so the board fits into the board bag. And: Why do you have to unscrew the joint from the base when changing
the joint? Both annoyances are a thing of the past with the iBASE. It features a convenient sand-resistant release
option, which allows you to remove the connection joint by simply pulling the stainless steel U-wire. Or for the first
time ever have the free choice of different kind of joints.

A

LOCKED

STANDARD

B

02

Even safer
AF
 or all hardcore freaks the release button can now be optionally be fixed with a screw (PERMA.LOCK.OPTION)
which blocks the release function.
B Should the iBASE ever become stuck to the board after long storage times, now two holes allow using a screwdriver
as a lever to release the base.

03

Low profile, extreme durability
To guarantee that the iBASE 2.0 can be attached and detached without any tools in seconds, it was deliberately
designed with a central screw. Although these solutions usually require a relatively high profile, our engineers have
found a solution that makes it the lowest base of its kind. Since there is nothing in the way, the risk of injury to feet
and toes is as small as possible. In contrast to conventional mast bases, which are made of Zytel plastic, the new
iBASE is the only one produced using the much stiffer material called POM, which improves the durability.

JOINT
(incl. North Pin long)

iTENDON
(incl. North Pin short)

iTENDON.SHOX

This rather classic version uses the
legendary, slightly softer PowerJoint original. For safety it comes
with an outside safety rope. Since
the North-pin has been established
as the standard on the market for
decades, the joint can directly be
used with approx. 90% of all mast
extensions on the market.

With this innovative heavy-duty
tendon, we raise the bar all the way
up in terms of reliability, performance and safety. Instead of the usual
polyurethane material for the first
time a BASF High-tech material
is used for the connecting string,
which is about 50% tougher and
more durable. Maximum security is
granted through the new DYNEEMA.
SAFETY.SYSTEM - a highest quality
Dyneema kite safety line that is
integrated into the BASF-tendon guarantees absolute safety. Extremely
lightweight, extremely tear-resistant
and absolutely stretch-free.

Identical to iTENDON, the
SHOX-version comes equipped with
the revolutionary Shox-attachment
instead of the North pin. Thus, the
iTENDON.SHOX is compatible with
all extensions of the SHOX SERIES
and makes the iBASE the ideal fitting
base.
All these unique features do not lead
to any additional weight, something
other bases in the market cannot
claim to achieve!

Weight: 200 g
ART. NO
14130-8012

Weight: 150 g
ART. NO
14130-8010

Weight: 100 g
ART. NO
14130-8011
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FEATURES

MAST

We are so convinced about the carbon qualities, the
technology and the processing that we offer a two
year unlimited warranty from now on all our masts
(except PLATINUM AERO!) *

ALUTEX.SHIELD
Introduced in 2001 the ALUTEX winding gives even
100% carbon masts an unmatched durability. That's why
the PLATINUM is and remains the most durable mast
in its class. We are so convinced about the superior
durability-values of the PLATINUM masts that as the
first brand ever we offer a 2.YEAR.UNCONDITONAL.
WARRANTY* on a 100% carbon mast.

2015

MAST TECHNOLOGY

RDM vs. SDM

MAXIMUM RIG POWER

The importance of the mast is usually extremely underrated. In fact, the mast is comparable to the transmission of a car. Or in other words, a Ferrari with only
one gear is not very fast, only the correct transmission
maximizes the potential of the engine into v-max.
For example we experienced that masts with 100%
carbon content do need individual bases and tops, as
the requirements of the base differ fundamentally to the
ones of the top. First reason for doing so is that 90% of
the unlikely breakage occurs at the base. On the other
hand, primarily the reflex-speed of the top makes up for

the mast-performance (and thus the performance of the
sail). Therefore, at NorthSails the base and top are not
just produced separately but also receive a completely
different layup. This also explains the unique look of the
base and the top. For maximum durability of the base
we use a special material mix on the outside (ALUTEX.
SHIELD on the PLATINUM, D4.SHIELD on the PLATINUM
AERO). In the top, however we use carbon even on the
outside in order to achieve maximum reflex speed combined with minimum weight.

Carbon Fiber Qualities

For a Windsurf mast this means:
The higher the bending-elongation value of the carbon
fiber raw material
→ The faster the reflex speed (which ultimately increases the performance of your sail, similar to increased
horse power in a car)

WEIGHT

CRITICAL
DURABILITY

approx. 1.70kg

approx. 1.20kg

T300

T600

→ The higher the breakage strength

Silver Series: T600
Gold Series: T700
Platinum Series: T700
Platinum Aero 2.0: T900 with 30% reduced resin content

VIRTUALLY
UNBREAKABLE

T400

T500

T600

50-60% carbon mast

T300

T400

T500

T600

T700

70-80% carbon mast

T400

T500

T600

T700

T800

T900

COMPATIBILITY
NORTHSAILS COMPATIBLE MASTS/
SAILS:
Aerotech / Ezzy / Hot Sails / KA Sails
/ Loft Sails / Sailworks / Simmer / XO
Sails / Naish Sails
NORTHSAILS PARTLY COMPATIBLE
MASTS/SAILS
(at about 30-40% performance loss):
Gun Sails / Point 7

NorthSails Carbon Fiber Qualities

SUFFICIENT
DURABILITY

T700

for significantly improved bend curves and increased breakage strength

80% of all brands nowadays use T400-500 for their
top-level carbon masts. NorthSails uses T600 carbon
for all SILVER masts, T700 for all GOLD and PLATINUM
masts and T900 for the PLATINUM Aero 2.0 masts. Another advantage of the high quality carbon fibers is that
you can reduce the resin content. For example the T900
fiber used for the PLATINUM Aero 2.0 mast allows us to
reduce the resin content by 30%. This results in an unmatched low weight without the usual loss of durability.

T300

approx. 2.20kg

approx. 1.90kg

Now often imitated but still unrivaled: A groundbreaking
development in the NorthSails mast construction is the
POLY.SHIELD coating. This is a highly abrasion-resistant
material that is also used for ski and snowboard bases
and is unique in its capabilities. Carbon fiber is very stiff,
but not particularly resistant to abrasion. Especially in
the area of the boom and camber, but also at the mast
leading edge, the carbon fibers are now effectively
protected by the POLY.SHIELD against abrasion. As the
only brand we use un-dyed polyamide, in its natural
white color, which improves the abrasion resistance
compared to dyed polyamides by 20%. The POLY.
SHIELD covers the entire surface of all PLATINUM and
GOLD masts, as well as the base of the SILVER SERIES!
This means no more wear, scratches or damage to the
carbon fibers.

New mast Measuring method

THE essential quality criterion of carbon fibers when
used for Windsurf masts is the bending-elongation of
the fiber. The elongation measures the traction during
bending until the fiber finally breaks. Carbon fibers
are available with bending-elongation values between
T300 and up to max T1000 with the T1000 carbon being
10-times as expensive as cheap T300 carbon. The lowest quality carbon fibers used on Windsurf masts have
an elongation value of T300-400. This carbon has a
bending-elongation that is just slightly higher than glass
fiber. Therefore it’s used on cheap “low-percentage
carbon masts” only.

(example SDM 430)

In general there are two diameters, the SDM (standard)
and the increasingly popular RDM (reduced) mast diameter. Not everyone knows that RDM masts make sense
only up to lengths of around 430 cm, since they show
a rather soft flex behavior as a result of their smaller
cross section. Therefore, they are primarily suitable for
Wave/Freestyle sails with the additional advantage that
they are easier to grip during maneuvers. On the other
hand large, mostly performance-oriented sails need
stiffer masts with a “more direct“ flex. This characteristic
demands a larger mast cross section in order to ensure
reaching the required stiffness.

Natural White POLY.SHIELD surface
protection

CONSTANT CURVE

HARD TOP

Through the introduction of a new type of hydraulic mast
measurement system with digital control technology
(combined bend curve and crash check) now it’s possible to adjust the bend curve over the whole length and
find ways to improve the breaking strength. Ongoing
tests thus guarantee a reliable quality control.

PROGRESSIVE FLEX TOP

NORTHSAILS INCOMPATIBLE
MASTS/SAILS:
HARD TOP : Gaastra / Maui Sails /
Severne
FLEX TOP: Goya / Tushingham / Neil
Pryde

Thanks to our new mast measuring and our refined
IMCS system, we were able to analyze the masts of all
other brands. This allows us to say exactly how good
NorthSails masts work with other brand sails or which
masts from other manufacturers are compatible with
NorthSails:

100% carbon mast

100% carbon mast with 30%
reduced resin content

DURABILITY & REFLEX SPEED

* To secure the extended warranty claims please register under www.north-windsurf.com/eng/warranties/register
within 30 days. Otherwise just the legal warranty period can be granted! Print excluded!
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MAST RANGE

PLATINUM AERO 2.0

SILVER

100% CARBON (T900 QUALITY)

Sizes
RDM: 370 | 400 | 430

ART. NO.
14500-1608

55% CARBON (T600 QUALITY)

Unbelievable, but true: the lightest 100% carbon mast
in the world has lost weight again! Now the PLATINUM
AERO in length 370 cm comes in at UNDER 1.000g and
once again confirms our leadership position in mast
construction. Whether on flat water or in the waves handling, reflex and reaction are on an unprecedented
level and make each rig an absolute featherweight. With
less than a kilo one may question the durability, but that's
the unbelievable thing! By processing the revolutionary,

extremely light D4.SHIELD aside from being incredibly
lightweight this mast offers incredible durability and
can handle 85% of the load of the regular PLATINUM!
An absolutely sensational result, which is why the new
PLATINUM AERO is not only the lightest, but definitely
also most durable mast in its class! This also explains why
freestyle record champion Gollito Estredo and wave hero
Victor Fernandez use the PLATINUM AERO only, even in
the toughest conditions!

The PLATINUM series was developed for World Cup
pros and equipment freaks. Featuring the ALUTEX.
SHIELD and combining it with the POLY.SHIELD surface
all PLATINUM masts not only offer maximum protection
against abrasion but also increase the durability by
approx. 20%. We are so confident that we are the first
brand to introduce an unconditional 2-year warranty on
a 100% carbon mast! The highly customized, extremely
dynamic PLATINUM RDM in 370-430 lengths is wave/

freestyle-oriented and offers the increased flex power
of a needle mast. All SDM lengths, particularly the large
ones however feature race-oriented constructions. Of
course both RDM and SDM are manufactured using the
AEROSPACE.PREPREG.TECHNOLOGY, the most precise
and sophisticated technology currently available.
This also allows the BUMPER.GEOMETRY on the base,
which reliably prevents any slippage of the boom despite the Polyamide protection.

The high-quality NorthSails “all-rounder” with a carbon
content of 55% and impressive overall performance. The
SILVER mast series is also produced in AEROSPACE.
PREPREG.TECHNOLOGY resulting in a reduced weight
and even better flex. The RDM version is a technologically advanced needle mast with all the dynamic advantages of thin geometry (RDM adapter not included). The
white POLY.SHIELD coating on the base prevents any

scratching or abrasion as well as thermal overload. The
new fiber winding with a slightly bigger gap optimizes the
grip you get when clamping on the boom.
When registered immediately after purchase, we provide
a 2-year unlimited warranty (www.north-windsurf.com/
eng/warranties/register), otherwise only the statutory
claims.

Sizes
RDM: 370 | 400 | 430
SDM: 430 | 460 | 490

ART. NO.
14500-1603
14500-1602

PLATINUM
100% CARBON (T700 QUALITY)

Sizes
RDM: 370 | 400 | 430
SDM: 400 | 430 | 460 | 490

ART. NO.
14500-1607
14500-1606

PLATINUM 40
CARBON.XTENDER

The ultimate 40cm mast extension featuring our most
high-tech, ultra-light PLATINUM construction.

Sizes
RDM: 40 cm
SDM: 40 cm

ART. NO.
RDM: 14110-8502
SDM: 14090-8037

SILVER 40
CARBON.XTENDER
GOLD
80% CARBON (T700 QUALITY)

Sizes
RDM: 370 | 400 | 430
SDM: 430 | 460 | 490

ART. NO.
14500-1605
14500-1604

80% high-tech carbon content, high-tech prepreg production and excellent dynamics make the GOLD series
the indisputable performance, weight price leader of
the entire medium price range segment. Except for the
slightly reduced carbon content all models are technically identical to the PLATINUM. Therefore the GOLD
RDM version can be referred as the lower-priced version of the thin, high performance PLATINUM RDM. The
Natural White POLY.SHIELD full coating prevents any

scratching or abrasion. The white surface protects the
material especially against strong sunlight as it effectively prevents the heating up into the critical area and
thermal overload. The fibers are wound with a slightly
bigger gap to optimize the grip you get when clamping
on the boom. Overall, a top-quality, versatile mast made
even more durable and it now comes with an unlimited
2-year warranty!*

Extend your mast by 40cm yet without any negative impact on the bending curve or the durability of our masts.
For the first time, it is possible to use sails with a size
difference of up to 3.5m2 with one and the same mast!

Sizes
RDM: 40 cm
SDM: 40 cm

ART. NO.
RDM: 14110-8501
SDM: 14110-8500

* To secure the extended warranty claims please register under www.north-windsurf.com/eng/warranties/register
within 30 days. Otherwise just the legal warranty period can be granted! Print excluded!
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iFRONT 2.0

Stiffness V1 w ith 30% vertical flexibility that ensures a
certain degree of flex and thus increased
comfort. All all-round-oriented RED booms
are equipped with this version.
Stiffness V2 w
 ith 10% vertical flexibility has only a very
low flex for the most direct power transmission and comes with all SILVER, GOLD and
PLATINUM booms.
Of course, we remain true to our promise of long-term
compatibility even with the iFRONT 2.0. Therefore it is
100% retro-compatible with older NorthSails booms that
can be upgraded and tuned.

2015

iFRONT

2.0
BOOM RANGE

THE LIGHTEST FRONT-END ON EARTH

FRONT-END
ON EARTH

The technical masterpiece which makes all NorthSails booms even more functional: iFRONT 2.0 the
latest new and improved in all aspects headpiece of
the next generation.

The STREAMLINER.DESIGN has aerodynamic as
well as weight-oriented advantages. It doesn’t
just look slimmer and smoother; the iFRONT 2.0
is also a whopping 20% lighter than its predecessor.

PLATINUM AERO
SERIES
90% of all other booms on the market are equipped with
the same front-end from China, which usually differs only
in color or design details. Especially in major components we at North Sails are investing heavily in research
and development to be far ahead of the competition. A
prime example of this is the completely redesigned and
absolutely unique iFRONT 2.0 front-end; it combines maximum ease of use with highest functionality, low weight
and guaranteed durability.
Currently, two different front-end systems are offered on
the market:
B

A

A

1. The performance-oriented design (NeilPryde, North
Sails iFRONT 1.0). These are uncompromisingly rigid
front-ends in ALL directions, offering maximum vertical (torsional) stiffness. This leads to an extremely
direct connection / transmission of boom to mast
(= maximum performance). Whilst this construction
offers no horizontal flex which is where the performance aspects come into play the adaptation to different mast diameters is possible only via a V-geometry
of the collar, this can lead to point loading of the
mast, which increases the risk of slipping and also
breakage.
2. 2
 The "cuddly" construction (Aeron and all OEM versions that are used on 90% of all booms). This frontend flexes in ALL directions and the soft sidewalls of
the collar adapt to any mast diameter. This protects
the mast and avoids slippage. The disadvantage is
that the soft sidewalls offer just a very low vertical
(torsional) stiffness = low performance.

For the first time the construction of the new iFRONT 2.0
combines the advantages of both concepts in one front-end:
A The sidewalls are designed to be extremely stiff
(= maximum vertical stiffness), which results in an
extremely direct connection / transmission of boom to
mast (= maximum performance)
B The partially recessed center of the collar gives the
iFRONT 2.0 a kind of hinge function, so that the collar
fits to any mast diameter without any gap (= very
smooth on the mast and extremely slip resistant)

1.0 – Features
1.1 The lightest and most exclusive boom in the world
1.2 Material: 100% pre-preg carbon T800 Quality with
PROTECTION.GRIP

1.4 Tail-end 140 cm: INSIDE.GRIPPED.TAIL with
iTAIL.WAVE.FITTING
1.5 Tail-end 190 cm: OUTSIDE.TAIL with iTAIL.RACE.FITTING

1.3 NEW: iFRONT 2.0 front-end
The maximum vertical stiffness of the iFRONT 2.0 is
achieved through a unique construction using special
high quality materials, resulting in a very direct and
effective power transmission.
Thanks to the finely tuned horizontal flexibility of the
new collar the front-end will fit any mast diameter
without any play, avoiding point loading. We know of no
other front-end that fits so smoothly around the mast
and thus effectively protects the mast. This exceptional
fit is guaranteed on SDM as well as RDM masts and the
iFRONT 2.0 can be adapted within seconds.
It is an open secret that different conditions require
front-ends with different vertical/torsional stiffness so
that the rig can develop its maximum potential yet the
comfort doesn’t suffer. For this reason, we deliver the
new iFRONT 2.0 in two different stiffness options that are
tailored to the individual disciplines and requirements:

1.6 – Details
Admit it, you want it: Here comes the logical continuation
of what we have already demonstrated with the PLATINUM
AERO mast. PLATINUM AERO is the lightest boom in
the world and the ultimate in technology, weight and
processing. However the incredibly elaborate production allows just an extremely limited number (first come
first serve). Due to the highest quality of materials and
unique production process it’s a fabulous 400g lighter

than the already very light PLATINUM counterpart. Despite the "anorexia" the PLATINUM AERO convinces with
sensational stiffness, ultra direct feel, application-specific features and bending curves that make it a "must
have" for high-end riders. Aside from the fact that the
AERO version is only available in two lengths (140-190 /
190-250), it has all the features of the regular PLATINUM
(see below). A warning though that we need to express;
high-end technology has its price, so don’t be shocked.

Sizes
Wave
140 - 190
Racing
190 - 250
ART. NO.
14500-1406
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BOOM FEATURES

BOOM FEATURES
01

PROTECTION.GRIP (PLATINUM, GOLD, SILVER)
More resistant The PROTECTION.GRIP, an extra stiff EVA stripe on the outside of the
tubes, which effectively prevents surface damage when rigging.

1

1 SLALOM 170/190

2

PLATINUM
SERIES

2 FORMULA 240

02

OUTSIDE.TAIL (PLATINUM and GOLD 170 cm up)
For 20% increased stiffness of the boom All PLATINUM RACE SERIES and GOLD RS
booms feature the individual OUTSIDE.TAIL-END with an increased diameter. The high
cross-section makes the boom 20% stiffer.

2.0 – Features
2.1 Material: 100% pre-preg carbon T800 Quality with
PROTECTION.GRIP

2.3 Tail-end 140/160: INSIDE.GRIPPED.TAIL with
iTAIL.WAVE.FITTINGTING

2.2 NEW: iFRONT 2.0 front-end

2.4 Tail-end 170/190/240: OUTSIDE.TAIL with
iTAIL.RACE.FITTING

INSIDE.GRIPPED.TAIL (PLATINUM and GOLD up to 160 cm)

2.5 – Details

The ultimate tail-end grip The EVA-gripped tail-end guarantees anti-slip. A reduced diameter of the inside tail-end additionally increases grip-comfort up to a maximum.

The carbon PLATINUM made in AEROSPACE.PREPREG.
TECHNOLOGY is an absolute must for performance-oriented experts. Thanks to the mega stiff monocoque
construction, it is considered to be the lightest and stiffest
boom on the market. It is an open secret that even PWA
professionals from other brands now buy the PLATINUM!
To meet the highest requirements, we now offer three
different models: Wave/Freestyle (140) Slalom/Formula
(170/190/240 cm) and brand new Wave/Freeride (160).
The bend-curves of the PLATINUM.WAVE sizes have been
completely redesigned for 2015. The smaller opening angle at the front and the wider tail result in the new EVEN.
CURVE, which ensures a uniform pull onto front- and backhand. This improves the handling during wave riding and
freestyle moves and leaves the rider feeling less fatigue. It
comes with the iTAIL.WAVE.FITTING featuring a patented
loop-loop-go fitting (perfect friction-free rope alignment)
and a complete non-slip EVA gripping! For maximum
gripping comfort all PLATINUM.WAVE booms still come
with an inside tail-end.
The brand new Wave/Freeride version with HYBRID.

CURVE was developed especially for sail sizes 4.5 to 7.8.
This bend curve fits perfectly with these kinds of sail sizes
and types. For unique grip comfort and a secure hold
during duck jibes, the tail end also features the INSIDE.
GRIPPED.TAIL. In addition to being incredibly lightweight,
the all-new 2.0 iFRONT front-end and the rigidity of the
monocoque construction; probably make this the highest
quality wave/freeride boom that has ever been produced.

03

04

iTAIL.RACE.FITTING (PLATINUM and GOLD 170 cm up)
Rigging without threading - even when using an outhaul-system The ultimate highlight
is the all new iTAIL.RACE.FITTING. The teflon-POM synthetics build rollers feature a
minimum of friction. Additionally, this unique solution allows looping the rope even when
using an outhaul-kit!

05

iTAIL.WAVE.FITTING (PLATINUM plus SILVER and GOLD up to 160 cm)
Frictionless alignment plus excess rope storage
The iTAIL.WAVE featuring 2 revolutionary details:
A The patented Loop-Loop-Go fitting guarantees an ideal 100% frictionless alignment of
the rope!

A

B

B Instead of tying the excess rope around the tube you just wrap it around the integrated
"bridge" at the bottom side - the cleanest and fastest solution ever!

06

STANDARD.FITTING (RED)
Comfortable rigging The trusted and reliable tail-end featuring the classic LOOP.LOOP.GO
fitting - for maximum comfort.

The PLATINUM.RACE sizes, however, feature extensive
Race/Formula bend-curves and are equipped with the
new iFRONT 2.0 head with minimum torsional flex.
All PLATINUM.RACE booms come with an individual
OUTSIDE.TAIL.END for 20% increased stiffness.
PLATINUM 190cm and 240cm have the same boom body,
and therefore are extremely extendable thanks to two
OVERSIZED.OUTSIDE tail-ends of different lengths avoiding the loss of stiffness even when fully extended!
Another highlight is the iTAIL.RACE.FITTING featuring
low-friction Teflon-POM rollers. Absolutely unique: The
rope can be looped even when using an outhaul trim
system (patent pending).

Sizes
Wave
140 - 190 | 160 - 220
Racing
170 - 210 | 190 - 250 | 240 - 290
ART. NO.
Wave 14500-1404
Race 14500-1405
Racing Tailend 14130-1405
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BOOM RANGE

SILVER HD
SERIES

4.0 – Features
4.1 Material: 7075 aluminum with PROTECTION.GRIP

4.3 Tail-end: INSIDE.TAIL with iTAIL.WAVE.FITTING

4.2 NEW: iFRONT 2.0 front-end

4.4 – Details
The more affordable version of the GOLD RS, also
manufactured using the BONDED.TECHNOLOGY (cannot
be dismantled), is manufactured from 7075 high-tech
aluminum; famously used with within high tech mountain
bikes. This material makes the arms 30% stiffer than ordinary aluminum tubes. In combination with the additionally hardened front-tube offering 20% increased stiffness
the new SILVER HD offers massive advantages in durability. We are so convinced by this technology that we are
giving 2 years full warranty, even including bending!
The SILVER HD consists of 3 segments and has a onepiece alloy tail-end which is of course also equipped

2015

BOOM RANGE
WINDSURF TECHNOLOGY

with the innovative iFRONT 2.0 head. The length-specific
RDM tubes with a 28mm or 30mm diameter (starting at
180 cm) combine super-high rigidity with great comfort.
The NewSchool bend-curves of the lengths 140, 150 and
160 cm ensures a uniform pull onto front- and backhand.
Further more the entire SILVER HD line is now equipped
with the brand new iTAIL.WAVE.FITTING which guarantees a perfect friction-free rope alignment (patent pending). Also new is the PROTECTION.GRIP, an extra stiff
EVA stripe on the outside of the tubes, which effectively
prevents surface damage when rigging. A total of five
boom lengths are available, making the SILVER series fit
perfectly for all sails from Wave up to Performance.

GOLD
SERIES

Sizes
New School
140 - 190 | 150 - 200 | 160 - 210
Racing
180 - 230 | 200 - 250
ART. NO.
14500-1402

RED
SERIES

3.0 – Features
3.1 Material: ALU.TITAN.HYBRID with PROTECTION.GRIP

5.0 – Features
3.3 T
 ail-end 140/160: INSIDE.GRIPPED.TAIL with
iTAIL.WAVE.FITTING

3.2 NEW: iFRONT 2.0 front-end

5.1 Material: T8 aluminum

5.3 Tail-end: INSIDE.TAIL with STANDARD.FITTING

5.2 NEW: iFRONT 2.0 front-end
3.4 Tail-end 170/190: OUTSIDE.TAIL with
iTAIL.RACE.FITTING

Sizes
New School
140 - 190 | 160 - 220
Racing
170 - 210 | 190 - 250
ART. NO.
Wave 14500-1407
Race 14500-1403

3.5 – Details
Following intensive research and development, the new
GOLD combines two different models in one high-end
line:
The lengths 170 and 190 cm are fully designed for racing
and are probably the stiffest aluminum booms on the
market. They feature the same OUTSIDE.TAIL with iTAIL.
RACE.FITTING as the PLATINUM booms and thus deliver
maximum power for any kind of race slalom sail.
The lengths 140 and 160 cm, however, are designed
100% for Wave or Wave/Freeride use. They also feature
all essential components of the PLATINUM, in particular
the INSIDE.GRIPPED.TAIL with iTAIL.WAVE.FITTING. Of

course, all bend-curves were precisely adapted to the
respective discipline. The new iFRONT 2.0 boom-head offers a very direct power transition without sacrificing the
comfort. All GOLD booms are manufactured with NorthSails unique BONDED.TECHNOLOGY, which “welds” the
boom arms together with the front-tube. This exclusive
production technology in combination with a material
mix of T8 alloy and ALU.TITAN (ALU.TITAN.HYBRID.
CONSTRUCTION) has enabled a quantum jump in terms
of durability and stiffness. All GOLDS are unchallenged
in their class and regarded as the new industry standard
within hybrid booms – and all of this with a 2-year unlimited warranty!*

5.4 – Details
The latest RED-generation is produced in high-tech
BONDED.TECHNOLOGY. The boom arms and the head are
“melted“ together with special aerospace-standard glue.
The brand-new iFRONT 2.0 ensures maximum comfort and
the easiest handling as its flex and stiffness are perfectly
adjusted towards the demands of the target group. The
2 short lengths feature an ultra-modern PROGRESSIVE.

BENDCURVE and a reduced diameter of 28mm. All other
lengths come with a classic bend-curve and 30mm diameter.
An additional contribution to safety and superior comfort
comes from the DOUBLE.PIN.LOCK system, which firmly
locks the boom while preventing the tubes from twisting.
Due to its individual bend-curves the RED series suits almost
all type of sails from all brands (RDM adapter not included).

Sizes
Progressive
140 - 190 | 150 - 200
Classic
160 - 210 | 180 - 230
ART. NO.
14500-1400

* To secure the extended warranty claims please register under www.north-windsurf.com/eng/warranties/register
within 30 days. Otherwise just the legal warranty period can be granted! Print excluded!
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200

290

390

260

360

EPX RANGE

EPX GROM_AL MAST
SIZES
AL.200 = 200
+AL.TOP I=260/290
+AL.TOP II=360/390

=^

OR

+

OR

+

ART. NO
14400-1620
14400-1624

The first children and junior mast that grows with you! With only three exchangeable aluminum parts you can
generate a total of 5 mast lengths: 200 cm, 260 & 290 cm as well as 360 & 390 cm. The universal bend-curve and
the balanced flex fit perfectly to all kid and grom sails, especially to the DRIVE.GROM line. An additional advantage
is the 32 mm base diameter, which now allows the use of any standard RDM extension. Please note the maximum
body weight of 50 kg!

2015

EXPLORE PERFORM XCITE

EPX BOOM
SIZES

EPX PROGRAM

Windsurfing is pure fascination. Once you've tried
it, you're hooked forever. Avoiding boundaries when
entering and progressing into the most beautiful sport in
the world, we have brought the EPX program into life. It's a

selection of rock-solid rig components at affordable prices
that have been developed, designed and tested together
with the VDWS programme.

EPX GROM 90-120 | 125-165
EPX 140-185 | 160-210

EPX BOOM
This aluminum boom comes with a universal curve for a very wide range of use. The proven, easy-to-use front-end
fixes the EPX boom onto the mast avoiding slippage. The classical adjustment system allows a super fast lengthadjustment. Two basic lengths cover all main sail sizes.

ART. NO
14400-1410
14400-1411

EPX BOOM GROM
Specifically tailored towards children and young guns with reduced tube diameter, so that also small hands have a
secure grip. Front- and tail-end as well as the length adjustment are super easy to operate. Also on the GROM model
the universal curve fits almost all sail types and brands. Two lengths cover the use of a broad range of sail sizes.

EPX.RDM/SDM MAST
SIZES
RDM 230 | 290 | 340 | 370 | 400 | 430
SDM 430 | 460

A modern epoxy mast in a trendy RDM-design. Dynamic, solid and easy to hold on to during maneuvers due to
the small diameter. Three lengths from 230-430 cm cover all essential sail sizes (incl. kiddy sizes down to 1.0 m2).
Thanks to the standard diameter all masts are compatible with any RDM extension. The EPX RDM works with almost
all sails no matter which brand.

EPX.BASE+POWERJOINT
EPX.BASE+TENDON

ART. NO
RDM 14400-1625
SDM 14500-1616
EPX.BASE+POWERJOINT

EPX.BASE+TENDON

EPX.XT RDM 36
EPX.BASE+POWERJOINT

SIZES
RDM 36

ART. NO
14400-7309

Fitting all EPX masts we offer this solid 36 cm RDM extension. Its proven pin adjustment system allows a reliable and
secure length adjustment. Thanks to RAPID.RELEASE the sail-tension can be instantly released. Due to the modified
position of the standard cleat, just place one foot on the extension and pull the rope with a short jerk out of the
standard cleat - done.

EPX.CUP RDM
ART. NO
14500-8011

Functional base cup with 3 rollers that fits directly into each RDM mast.

Worldwide the most used mast base in surf centers with original Power Joint completes the EPX program. Including
tool-less operation and adjustment in seconds!

EPX.BASE+TENDON
The classic, well-proven mast base with heavy duty tendon. Tool-less mounting and easy adjustment.

ART. NO
EPX.BASE+POWERJOINT
14120-8511
EPX.BASE+TENDON
14400-7320

V
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TUNING PARTS
HARNESS LINES

FIXOR LINES

FIXOR PRO LINES

ADJUSTOR LINES

VARIO RACE LINES

low stretch rope with a
tough transparent tube

replaceable without dismantling the tail-end

on-the-fly length adjustable
racing harness lines

20/22/24/26/28/30 Inch

20/22/24/26/28/30 Inch

individually cut down the
lines to your preferred
length

ART. NO
14060-8008

ART. NO
14060-8007

ART. NO
14060-8002

ART. NO
14060-8001

22-28/26-32 Inch

OUTHAUL KITS

2015

TUNING PARTS
WINDSURF TECHNOLOGY

High-quality, functional tuning parts and accessories are the indispensable elements of a perfect day.
Therefore, we dedicate a lot of time and care to the
development of our accessories and their functionality,

durability, and comfort. Of course, always keeping in
mind the legendary NorthSails guarantee for long-term
compatibility!

OUTHAUL KIT RACE

OUTHAUL KIT BASIC

ART. NO
14070-8019

ART. NO
14050-8027

maximizes the tuning range of your sails, an absolute must
for Racing or large Performance sails

less bulky than the Outhaul Kit Race this is the ideal choice
for Crossover or even Wave-Freestyle sails

PROTECTORS

UPHAULS

UPHAUL COZY

UPHAUL LINE PRO

extra fluffy, extra cool

extremely light, doesn‘t swing

ART. NO
14400-8000

ART. NO
14060-8006

BOOM/MAST PROTECTOR

MAST BASE PROTECTOR

ROOF RACK PAD

ART. NO
14080-8007

ART. NO
14060-8004

ART. NO
14080-8008

foam padded mast shell which protects
the board-nose from impact caused by
catapults

pre-formed EVA protector for your toes

for use with oval or round racks, foam
padding, Velcro closure
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TEAM WEAR
ZIP HOODY

S-XL
C01 Black-Grey

C02 White-Grey

ART. NO
14402-5260

SWEATER HIGH MOCK

S-XL
C02 White-Grey

C01 Black-Grey

ART. NO
14402-5262

BEANIES

2015

TEAM WEAR

ART. NO
14400-5903
BEANIE LOOSE

one size

one size

C01 White-Grey

WINDSURF TECHNOLOGY

Unfortunately you can not be on the water each and
every day. But you can show that you are a heart and
soul full-on windsurfer, no matter when and where. For

BEANIE

C02 Black-Grey

ART. NO
14400-5902

our team riders we have designed a fine selection of
classical apparel - now available for everyone. So be
part of our worldwide windsurfing family!

CAPS

ART. NO
14400-5901

T-SHIRT SS
TEAM CAP FLEXFIT BASEBALL

TEAM CAP FLEXFIT TRUCKER

one size

one size

C01 White-Grey

S-XL
ART. NO

C01 Black-Grey

C02 White-Grey

14402-5070

LONG SLEEVE SHIRT

S-XL
ART. NO
14402-5072

C02 White-Grey

C01 Black-Grey

C02 Black-Grey

ART. NO
14400-5900
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Ultralight Competition Freestyle

C05

SAILS OVERVIEW
Size

4,0

4,4

4,8

5,2

Boom max (cm)

158

160

164

168

Luff max (cm)

374

394

410

433

Vario Top

--

--

--

--

Battens

4

4

4

4

Weight (kg)

2,55

2,70

2,90

3,15

Mast:1
Mast:1 Length (cm)

370

**/**

**/**

**/**

**/**

Mast: Geometry

RDM/--

RDM/--

RDM/--

RDM/--

Size

3,4

3,7

4,0

4,2

4,5

4,7

5,0

5,3

5,9

6,4

6,9

Boom max (cm)

141

146

153

156

161

166

172

179

181

187

191

Luff max (cm)

358

374

386

398

406

405

416

435

449

457

494

Vario Top

•

•

•

•

•

--

--

--

--

--

--

Battens

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

Weight (kg)

3.00/3.05 3.10/3.15

3.20/3.25 3.30/3.35 3.40/3.45 3.50/3.55 3.65/3.70 3.80/3.85 4.05/4.10 4.15/4.20 4.45/4.50

Mast:1

**/**

**/**

1

370

400

430

VOLT / VOLT HD

C03

C08

C09

5-Batten Wave

Mast:1 Length (cm)

**/**

**/**

**/**

**/**

370/400 370/400 370/400 370/400 400/370 400

**/**

**/**

400

**/**

**/**

430/400 430

430

**/**

460/430+CX

Mast: Geometry

RDM/SDM RDM/SDM RDM/SDM RDM/SDM RDM/SDM RDM/SDM RDM/SDM RDM/SDM RDM/SDM RDM/SDM SDM/RDM

Size

3,0

1

WARP F2015
World Cup Racing

HERO / HERO M.E.
6,3

7,0

7,7

8,4

9,0

9,6

Boom max (cm)

177

183

193

199

211

223

230

245

248

Luff max (cm)

405

412

439

455

475

480

501

519

529

Boom max (cm)

140

143

143

151

155

157

162

168

Vario Top

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

Luff max (cm)

351

361

371

378

385

399

404

418

Battens

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

Vario Top

•

•

•

•

•

•

--

--

--

--

Camber

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

Battens

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

3,4

3,7

4,0

4,2

4,5

4,7

5,0

5,6

5,8

174

177

433

449

5,3

Weight (kg)

4,60

4,80

5,00

5,20

5,60

6,00

6,30

6,50

6,60

Weight (kg)

2,75

2,90

3,00

3,10

3,20

3,30

3,40

3,50

3,60

3,70

186
439
-4
3,80

Mast:1

**/--

**/--

**/--

**/--

**/--

**/--

**/--

**/--

**/--

Mast:1

490

Mast: Length (cm)

**/**

370

**/**

**/**

**/**

**/**

**/**

**/**

**/**

**/**

**/**

**/**

SDM/--

SDM/--

SDM/--

SDM/--

SDM/--

SDM/--

SDM/--

SDM/--

SDM/--

Mast:1 Geometry

RDM/--

RDM/--

RDM/--

RDM/--

RDM/--

RDM/--

RDM/--

RDM/--

RDM/--

RDM/--

430
RDM/--

Size

1,0

1,5

2,0

2,5

3,0

3,5

Boom max (cm)

98

118

119

129

142

150

Luff max (cm)

199

199

260

290

318

327

Vario Top

•

•

•

•

•

•

Battens

2

2

3

3

3

4

Weight (kg)

1,15

1,30

1,55

1,70

1,90

2,20

Mast:

EPX Grom
EPX Grom
AL.200 / EPX AL.200 / EPX
RDM230
RDM230

EPX RDM230 /EPX RDM290 /EPX RDM
EPX RDM
EPX Grom
EPX Grom
290 / EPX.
340 / EPX.
AL.200 +
AL.200 +
Grom AL200 +Grom AL200 +
AL.Top I
AL.Top I
AL.Top I
AL.Top II

Mast:1 Length (cm)

200/230

200/230

230/260

290

290/340

340/360

Size

1,0

1,5

2,0

2,5

3,0

3,5

4,0

4,5

5,0

5,7

6,4

Mast: Length (cm)
1

Mast:1 Geometry

400

400

430/400

430

460

460

490

490

S_TYPE SL

1

370/400

370/400

370/400

370/400

400/370

400/370

400

430/400

430

DRIVE GROM

Performance Switch.Cam

6,0

6,6

7,3

7,8

8,3

8,8

Boom max (cm)

193

201

208

215

225

233

C01

Size

Luff max (cm)

440

463

472

484

496

507

Vario Top

•

--

--

--

--

--

Battens

6

6

6

7

7

7

Camber

3/2

3/2

3/2

3/2

3/2

3/2

Weight (kg)

4,50

4,70

4,90

5,20

5,40

5,60

Mast:1

**/**

**/**

**/**

**/**

**/**

**/**

SDM/--

SDM/--

SDM/--

SDM/--

SDM/--

SDM/--

Mast: Length (cm)
1

Mast:1 Geometry

430/460

460/430

460

460

460

C02

Special Kids
C02

C01

( CODE ) VIII

5,7

C05

4,7 Speed 5,2

C04

Size

C03

C01

4-Batten Wave

490/460+CX

1

DRIVE CLOTH

E_TYPE

C02

4,5

4,9

5,4

5,8

6,2

6,6

7,3

7,8

8,2

Boom max (cm)

164

175

179

184

193

199

208

213

224

Boom max (cm)

114

114

127

137

158

164

172

175

180

185

194

Luff max (cm)

408

428

440

454

444

462

476

482

497

Luff max (cm)

196

235

283

324

325

356

386

415

444

444

472

Vario Top

•

•

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

Vario Top

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

--

--

Battens

5

5

5

5

6

6

6

7

7

Battens

0

0

0

0

2,5

2,5

2,5

2,5

3

4,5

4,5

Camber

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

Weight (kg)

3,40

3,50

3,65

3,80

4,20

4,40

4,65

4,80

4,95

Mast: 1

EPX Grom
EPX Grom
AL.200 // EPX AL.200 // EPX
RDM230
RDM230

Mast:1

**/**

**/**

**/**

**/**

**/**

**/**

**/**

**/**

**/**

EPX Grom
EPX Grom
EPX RDM290 EPX RDM340 EPX RDM370 EPX RDM400
AL.200 +
AL.200 +
EPX
// EPX
// EPX
// EPX
EPX RDM430 EPX RDM430 SILVER
AL.Top I // EPX AL.Top I // EPX //
SDM460
RDM340
RDM370
RDM400
RDM430
RDM290
RDM290

Mast: 1 Length (cm)

200/230

290

SDM/--

SDM/--

Mast:1 Length (cm)
Mast:1 Geometry

400/430

400/430

430/400

430

430

460/430

460

SDM/RDM SDM/RDM SDM/RDM SDM/RDM SDM/RDM SDM/RDM SDM/--

460

460/490

C02

Size

C01

C02

C01

C01

Special School

Performance No.Cam

1

Best / Alternative

200/230

CX = Carbon.Xtender 40

290

290/340

340/370

370/400

400/430

430

430

460
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BOOM

BOOM OVERVIEW

MAST

OVERVIEW

OVERVIEW

PLATINUM AERO 2.0

PLATINUM AERO

RDM

Material: T800 Prepreg-Carbon
Front-end: iFRONT 2.0
Tail-end 140-190: INSIDE.GRIPPED.
TAIL with iTAIL.WAVE.FITTING
Tail-end 190-250: OUTSIDE.TAIL
with iTAIL.RACE.FITTING

MAST OVERVIEW

Bending curve

New School

Racing

Length (cm)

140 - 190

190 - 250

Weight (kg)

1,85

2,60

Boom Diameter (mm)

28

30

Mitgelieferter Adapter

RDM

SDM

Carbon: 100%
Carbon-quality: T800
Special: D4.SHIELD

MAST LENGTH (CM)

370

400

430

460

490

Species Diameter

RDM

RDM/SDM

RDM/SDM

SDM

SDM

IMCS

17

19

21

--

--

Weight (kg)

0,90

1,05

1,20

--

--

Carbon (%)

100

100

100

--

--

Carbon Quality

IM30+T900

IM30+T900

IM30+T900

IMCS

17

19/19

21/21

25

28

Weight (kg)

1,60

1.70/1.60

1.90/1.70

1,90

2,00

Carbon (%)

100

100/100

100/100

100

100

Carbon Quality

T700

T700/T700

T700/T700

T700

T700

IMCS

17

19

21/21

25

28

Weight (kg)

1,70

1.80

2.10/1.80

2,00

2,30

Carbon (%)

80

80

80/80

80

80

Carbon Quality

T700

T700

T700/T700

T700

T700

IMCS

17

19

21/21

25

28

Weight (kg)

1,90

2,00

2.20/2.20

2,40

2,55

Carbon (%)

55

55

55/55

55

55

Carbon Quality

T600

T600

T600/ T600

T600

T600

MAST LENGTH (CM)

230

PLATINUM

PLATINUM

RDM/SDM

Material: Prepreg-Carbon
Front-end: iFRONT 2.0
Tail-end 140/160: INSIDE.GRIPPED.
TAIL with iTAIL.WAVE.FITTING
Tail-end 170/190/240: OUTSIDE.
TAIL with iTAIL.RACE.FITTING

Bending curve

New School

New School Racing

Racing

Racing

Length (cm)

140 - 190

160 - 220

170 - 210

190 - 250

240 - 290

Weight (kg)

2,25

2,50

2,60

3,00

3,20

Boom Diameter (mm)

28

28

30

30

30

Included adapter

RDM

RDM+SDM

SDM

SDM

SDM

Carbon: 100%
Carbon-quality: T700
Outside protection:
NATURAL.WHITE.POLYAMIDE
Special: ALUTEX.SHIELD

GOLD
RDM/SDM

GOLD
Material: ALU.TITAN.HYBRID
Front-end: iFRONT 2.0
Tail-end 140/160: INSIDE.GRIPPED.
TAIL with iTAIL.WAVE.FITTING
Tail-end 170/190: OUTSIDE.TAIL
with iTAIL.RACE.FITTING

Bending curve

New School

New School Racing

Racing

Length (cm)

140 - 190

160 - 220

170 - 210

190 - 250

Weight (kg)

2,35

2,60

2,90

3,30

Boom Diameter (mm)

28

28

30

30

Included adapter

RDM

RDM+SDM

SDM

SDM

Carbon: 80%
Carbon-quality: T700
Outside protection:
NATURAL.WHITE.POLYAMIDE

SILVER
RDM/SDM

SILVER HD
Material: 7075 aluminum
Front-end: iFRONT 2.0
Tail-end: INSIDE.TAIL with iTAIL.
WAVE.FITTING

Bending curve

New School New School New School

Racing

Racing

Length (cm)

140 - 190

180 - 230

200 - 250

150 - 200

160 - 210

Weight (kg)

2,35

2,45

2,55

2,70

2,90

Boom Diameter (mm)

28

28

28

30

30

Included adapter

RDM

RDM+SDM

RDM+SDM

SDM

SDM

Carbon: 55%
Carbon-quality: T600
Outside protection:
NATURAL.WHITE.POLYAMIDE

EPX
RDM/SDM

RED
Material: T8 aluminum
Front-end: iFRONT 2.0
Tail-end: INSIDE.TAIL with
STANDARD.FITTING

Bending curve

Progressive

Progressive

Classic

Classic

Length (cm)

140 - 190

150 - 200

160 - 210

180 - 230

Weight (kg)

2,40

2,50

2,60

2,80

Boom Diameter (mm)

28

28

30

30

Included adapter

SDM

SDM

SDM

290

340

Length (cm)

XXS (90 - 120) XS (125 - 165) S (140 - 185)

Weight (kg)

1,50

Classic

1,80

Classic

2,40

7

9

14

17

19

21 / 21

25

1,40

1,70

2,00

2,30

2,70 / 2,55

2,80
25

Carbon (%)

0

0

0

0

0

0 / 25

--

--

--

--

--

--

Classic

EPX.AL

AL.200

AL.200 + AL.TOP I AL.200 + AL.TOP II

M (160 - 210)

Length (cm)

200

260/290

300/330

2,60

Weight (kg)

0,85

1,15

1,30

aluminum

aluminum

Boom Diameter (mm)

25

25

29

29

Material

aluminum

RDM Adapter incl.

•

•

•

•

Attention

max. allowed rider weight: 50kg

NorthSails BEST.FIT.SYSTEM

NorthSails BEST.FIT.SYSTEM

PERFORMANCE DIFFERENCE

PERFORMANCE DIFFERENCE

460

1,10

RDM
Classic

430/430

Gewicht (kg)

EPX.AL
Bending curve

400

IMCS

SDM

EPX

370

BOOM SERIES

PLATINUM AERO

PLATINUM

GOLD

SILVER HD

RED

MAST SERIES

PLATINUM AERO

PLATINUM

GOLD

SILVER

Category

Ultra High End

High End

Performance

Intermediate

Entry

Category

Ultra High End

High End

Performance

Intermediate

Performance/Stiffness

110%

100%

90%

80%

70%

Performance/Reflex-Speed

110%

100%

90%

70%

ENGLISH

PARTNER & SURFCENTER

INTERNATIONAL HEADQUARTER

CLUB MISTRAL WINDSURFING GMBH
+49 8819254960, company@club-mistral.com,
www.club-mistral.com

BOARDS & MORE GMBH
+43 7584403405, office@boards-and-more.com

FANATIC BOARDER‘S CENTER
+49 88192549615, company@fanatic-boarderscenter.com,
www.fanatic-boarderscenter.com
VDWS
Tel.: +49 88193110
Mail: info@vdws.de
3W Wind Water Wave
info@3w-surf.com, www.3w-surf.com
SURF SEGNANA
+39 0464505963, info@surfsegnana.it, www.surfsegnana.it
PRO CENTER JÜRGEN NIENS-BERTRAND
+30 2241095819, www.procenter-rhodos.com
PRO CENTER CHRIS SCHILL
+30 2245091062, www.windsurfen-karpathos.com

OPERATING OFFICE BOARDS & MORE GMBH
+49 89666550, info@boards-and-more.de

WORLDWIDE DISTRIBUTORS
www.north-windsurf.com/eng/locations/index
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